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Parametric control charts, such as Shewhart X chart, Cumulative Sum 
(CUSUM) chart, Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) chart, and their 
extensions, have been proven to perform satisfactory in many situations. However, 
they are often constructed based on the assumption that the underlying process 
follows normal (or multi-normal, for multivariate control charts) distribution. The 
performance of parametric control charts could be seriously affected if the normal 
assumption is violated, despite the effect of central limit theorem. In this research, 
several distribution-free nonparametric control charts are proposed.  
The proposed control charts do not rely on normal assumption, and they can 
be used when the underlying process distribution is not well known. The 
nonparametric control charts are developed to address some major topics in statistical 
process control (SPC), such as monitoring process mean, monitoring process variance, 
Phase I (retrospective) analysis of historical data sample, and monitoring linear 
profiles. The nonparametric methods are often less favorable compared to parametric 
control charts, due to their lower power-of-the-test. However, it is shown in the 
dissertation that, our proposed nonparametric control charts perform quit close to their 
parametric counterparts, if the process parameters are considered being estimated 
from reference sample.  
The exact run-length distributions of the proposed control charts are derived, 
the average run-length (ARL) properties are investigated, and several numerical 
examples are presented for illustration purpose. It has been found, parametric control 
charts generally have too short in-control ARLs under non-normal distributions, and 
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vi 
the proposed nonparametric control charts perform consistently in terms of in-control 
ARL under all distribution scenarios. A notable improvement of the proposed 
nonparametric control charts, over existing nonparametric control charts, is that they 
are still sensitive under normal distribution. Therefore, they can be used in place of 
the traditional parametric control charts without losing much power.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Control charts have been widely used in manufacturing and service industries. 
The purpose of using control charts is to monitor processes or products, and detect 
any out-of-control patterns in time. Shewhart (1931) first proposed the concept of 
control charts. In Japan, Dr. Deming advocated the use of control charts in the 1950s. 
The Japanese electronics and automobile manufacturing companies first widely 
applied control charts to improve their products’ quality. The Americans also realized 
the power of control charts since the early 1960s, and partially due to the development 
of “Six Sigma” methodology, control charts have attracted a lot of interests from both 
academic and industry people for the last 30 years. 
Besides the most widely known Shewhart chart, many other control charts 
have been developed, for instance, Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) chart, Exponentially 
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) chart, variance control charts, multivariate 
control charts, and the recently arisen profile control charts.  
Although control charts have been well developed in the recent 20 years, some 
important problems still need to be addressed. Most of existing control charts are 
parametric control charts, and the underlying process is often assumed to be normally 
distributed and the distribution parameters are also assumed known. However, real-
world data often do not fulfill these assumptions perfectly.  
Non-normality is often encountered in practice. Jacobs (1990) pointed out that 
“many of the variables encountered in typical industrial processes cannot be 
adequately described by a normal distribution”. Yourstone and Zimmer (1992) stated 
that, “the impact of skewness and kurtosis on the performance of a control chart for 
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averages can be substantial” and showed that for a typical Shewhart X chart (3-sigma 
control limits) with subgroup size = 5, the in-control ARL values can vary from 83 to 
389 under various combinations of skewness and kurtosis. The effect of skewed and 
heavy-tailed distribution on parametric control charts is also discussed by Chakraborti 
et al. (2001) and references therein. Ryan et al. (1999) discussed the effects of non-
normality on the Shewhart X chart in detail, the in-control ARLs of different 
distributions ( 2χ distributions with different degrees of freedom) for both X  and X  
chart was investigated (see Table 1.1). It was shown that having a subgroup size of 5 
does not necessarily ensure the designed performance of a X chart despite the central 
limit theorem. The authors also presented a real-world example, a statistical process 
control database from an aluminum extrusion plant (see Table 1.2), showing the 
existence of non-normality in practice. Similar results also have been reported by 
Amin et al. (1995).  
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4 − 148.00 23 158.83 283.51 
5 − 164.90 24 161.95 286.24 
6 − 179.04 25 164.99 288.79 
7 − 191.04 26 167.95 291.20 
8 − 202.34 27 170.83 293.48 
9 − 212.08 28 173.63 295.62 
10 − 220.78 29 176.37 297.66 
11 − 228.60 30 179.04 299.58 
12 − 235.66 31 181.64 301.40 
13 − 242.06 33 186.64 304.78 
14 − 247.88 35 191.40 307.84 
15 − 253.21 40 202.34 314.37 
16 − 258.10 50 220.78 324.07 
17 − 262.59 60 235.66 330.90 
18 141.78 266.75 70 247.88 335.99 
19 145.40 270.60 80 258.10 339.90 
20 148.91 274.17 90 266.75 343.02 
21 152.31 277.50 100 274.17 345.54 
22 155.61 280.61 ∞ 370.37 370.37 
 
                                                 
1 Ryan, T., Howley, P. P., Janacek, G. and Meikle, S. (1999). "Correspondence: Control charts based on medians." 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series D (The Statistician), 48(3): 441-444. 
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Table 1.2 Products from a statistical process control database2  
Feature Distribution Skewness Kurtosis 
Width Negative skew -0.164 2.482 
Height Positive skew 0.117 2.308 
Width Bimodal 0.055 2.361 
Overall Positive skew 1.019 3.5 
Top wall Bimodal 0.201 1.449 
Bottom wall Positive skew 0.655 2.367 
Overall Bimodal -0.161 3.567 
Top wall Negative skew -0.189 2.24 
Bottom wall Negative skew -0.012 2.301 
Overall Negative skew 0.092 2.953 
Top wall Bimodal -1.471 3.432 
Bottom wall Bimodal -0.541 1.981 
Length Normal -0.216 2.515 
Length Normal -0.579 2.612 
Gap Normal 0.23 2.172 
Length Normal 0.057 2.928 
Gap Shouldered -0.156 2.655 
Channel width Negative skew -0.597 3.113 
Channel height Trimodal -0.349 3.227 
 
There are two ways to address the problem caused by non-normality. One is to 
modify parametric control charts according to the underlying distribution; the other is 
to use distribution-free control charts. The former provides a better result if the 
distribution of underlying process is known; and the latter is more general and easier 
to use. In practice, however, the latter is preferred as, quite often, the underlying 
distribution cannot be ascertained due to the lack of sufficient historical data.  
                                                 
2 Ryan, T., Howley, P. P., Janacek, G. and Meikle, S. (1999). "Correspondence: Control charts based on medians." 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series D (The Statistician), 48(3): 441-444. 
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Nonparametric methods do not assume any particular distribution, therefore 
some authors also refer nonparametric control charts to distribution-free control charts 
(DFCCs, Bakir (2004)). In this dissertation unless otherwise specified, when 
nonparametric is referred, distribution-free will be implied. Applying nonparametric 
methods for control charts can be dated to 30 years ago, for instance, Bakir and 
Reynolds (1979). However, nonparametric control charts have not been widely used 
in practice. One possible reason is nonparametric statistics are not as widely known as 
parametric statistics; another reason could be that existing nonparametric control 
charts are much less sensitive than parametric control charts. In next sections, we will 
briefly review some existing nonparametric control charts. 
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1.1 Median and max/min charts 
 
Janacek and Meikle (1997) proposed a control chart based on median. It is 
assumed that a reference sample of size N is available, and the N observations can be 
arranged in ascending order, say (1) (2) ( ), , , Nx x x , and ( )jx  is the j
th smallest 
observation. The median of future sample (with size n) will be compared to the 
control limits. The  upper  control  limit  (UCL)  and  lower  control  limit  (LCL) are 
chosen to be the value of ( 1)N jx − + and ( )jx , respectively, such that 
( ) ( 1)( | ) 1j N jP x sample median x in control α− +< < = − , where α  is the type I error 
probability (or False Alarm Rate, FAR). The authors also obtained the relationship 












+ − + − −  





where [n/2] is the integer part of n/2. Chakraborti et al. (2004) further studied this 
median chart, and derived its exact run-length distribution. The advantage of the 
median chart is that it is simple in theory and can be easily understood by 
practitioners, as it is a natural extension of the well-known Shewhart chart.  
 Arts et al. (2004) proposed an “extrema” chart to monitor the maximum and 
minimum values of future samples. Their approach also assumes that a reference 
sample of size N taken from the in-control process is available. For upper-sided chart, 
when the minimum of a sample is larger than the bth smallest observation of the 
reference sample, an out-of-control signal will be given. A similar procedure can also 
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be extended for lower-sided chart. The run-length properties of the extrema chart 
were investigated as well. Their approach is a generalization of the approach 
introduced in Willemain and Runger (1996), in which the control chart for individual 
observations was constructed based on empirical distribution of a reference sample.  
Chakraborti et al. (2009) proposed another nonparametric control chart based 
on median. Albers and Kallenberg (2008a), Albers and Kallenberg (2008b), and 
Albers and Kallenberg (2009) proposed to monitor the min value of each subgroup.  
Median chart and max/min chart only use one or two data points among the 
whole sample, so that quite some useful information could be ignored. Consequently, 
they are not effective in detecting shifts. 
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1.2 Group signed-rank charts 
 
Bakir and Reynolds (1979) proposed a CUSUM scheme based on Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test. It is assumed that the underlying process follows a symmetric 
distribution and the process mean or median is zero. For the ith 
group 1 2( , , , )i i igX X X , let ijR  be the rank of ijX  among 1 2( , , , )i i igX X X , and 
the Wilcoxon signed-rank is defined as  
( )ij ij ijU sign X R= ,       
where ( ) 1sign u =  if 0u > , 0 if 0u = , and -1 if 0u < .The sum of the signed-ranks for 






= ∑ . For upward shift, an out-of-control signal 
will be given at the nth sample if 
01 1




SR k SR k h
≤ ≤= =
− − − ≥∑ ∑ .                                                                   
where k is the reference parameter, and h is the control limit.  
Amin and Searcy (1991) developed a EWMA approach based on the group 
signed-ranks: 1(1 ) ( )i i iZ Z SRλ λ−= − + . The authors investigated the performance of 
their approach through simulation, and also discussed the effect of autocorrelation. 







SN sign X µ
=
= −∑ ,                                                                                    
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where ijX  is the j
th observation in the ith sample group, and 0µ  is the process median. 
An out-of-control signal will be given if 2iSN a≥ , where 2 0a >  is the control limit. 
The authors also considered a CUSUM approach based on the sign-test statistic. The 
procedure is similar to the CUSUM chart based on within-group rank statistic of 
Bakir and Reynolds (1979).  
Bakir (2004) studied a Shewhart type control chart using group signed-ranks. 
They used iSR computed from 0ijx µ−  as charting statistic.  
The group signed-ranks charts utilize within-group information only, and 
ignore the status of preceding process. Due to this feature, they are suitable to be used 
as self-start control charts. On the other hand, they are not as sensitive as parametric 
charts, even when EWMA and CUSUM schemes are applied. 
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1.3 Sequential rank charts 
 
McDonald (1990) proposed a CUSUM procedure based on sequential rank. 







R I X X
−
=
= + −∑ ,                                                                                       
where ( )I u  is the indicator function, ( ) 1I u =  if 0u > , 0 if 0u ≤ . The sequential 
rank iR  used here is the rank of iX  relative to all its previous observations. 
Let / ( 1)i iU R i= + , then iU  is independently and uniformly distributed on 





 + + + 
 . An out-of-control signal will be given if 
{ }1max ,0i i iT T U k h−= + − ≥ ,                                                                            
where k is the reference parameter, and h is the control limit.  
Hackl and Ledolter (1991) studied the sequential rank relative to a fixed 
reference sample. Assume a reference sample taken from the in-control process 











= + −∑ .                                                                                     
The standardized rank is defined as  




∗ += − ,                                                                                      
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and #iR  follows independent discrete uniform distribution. A EWMA approach based 
on iR
∗  or #iR  was used.  
Hackl and Ledolter (1992) proposed a similar scheme to Hackl and Ledolter 
(1991). The approach of 1992 used the sequential rank relative to the most recent g 
observations instead of the fixed reference sample as used in the approach of 1991. 
The approach of Hackl and Ledolter in 1991 performs better when sudden shifts occur, 
while their latter approach performs better when trend shifts occur.  
Besides the methods mentioned above, other authors also contribute to this 
field, for instance, Lee et al. (2009) proposed a distribution-free CUUSM chart for 
monitoring autocorrelated process by using automated variance estimation technique. 
Some more references and details can be found in Chakraborti et al. (2001).  
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1.4 Research gaps 
 
Most of the existing nonparametric control charts are based on one-sample 
nonparametric tests, and using two-sample nonparametric tests is rare. Generally 
speaking, two-sample nonparametric tests are more powerful than one-sample tests. 
Hence we are motivated to explore the possibility of developing nonparametric 
control charts based on two-sample tests. The objective is to develop some new 
nonparametric control charts, which are not only distribution-free but also effective in 
detecting shifts.  
Till now, the main focus of nonparametric control charts is on monitoring 
location parameter (mean or median), and to the best of our knowledge, no 
nonparametric control chart for monitoring process dispersion (variance) has been 
developed. Meanwhile, many existing nonparametric control charts assume that an in-
control reference sample is available, however, except the approach recently proposed 
by Jones-Farmer et al. (2009), no other nonparametric Phase I analysis method has 
been developed. The impact of non-normality to profile data is also not addressed in 
the literature yet.   
In this dissertation, we will try to develop some effective nonparametric 
control charts for: 1, monitoring process mean; 2, monitoring process variance; and 3, 
Phase I analysis. Furthermore, we will extend the developed nonparametric control 
charts for monitoring linear profile data.  
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1.5 Structure of the dissertation 
 
The dissertation consists of six chapters.  Each of the remaining chapter is 
briefly described below: 
Chapter 2– Nonparametric control charts for monitoring process mean: In this 
chapter, we propose CUSUM and EWMA schemes based on Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
for monitoring process mean shift. The issue of correlation among the charting 
statistics is addressed, and the run-length distributions of the proposed control charts 
are derived by using conditioning probability method. The proposed nonparametric 
control charts are compared to parametric control charts and some other existing 
nonparametric charts. The results show that the proposed charts are effective even 
compared to parametric control charts, and they perform consistently under both 
normal and non-normal distributions. We also investigate the effect of reference 
sample size and subgroup size via extensive simulation study. 
Chapter 3 – Nonparametric control charts for monitoring process variance: In 
this chapter, we propose to use CUSUM and EWMA schemes based on Siegel-Tukey 
test. Siegel-Tukey test is similar to the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, but it is sensitive to 
the difference in variance, instead of in mean, between two tested samples. Siegel-
Tukey statistic has the same distribution to the Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic when the 
process is in-control. Therefore, the control charts based on Siegel-Tukey statistic 
have the same in-control run-length distribution to the similar control charts based on 
Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic. The performance of the Siegel-Tukey statistic based 
charts is compared to parametric control charts for monitoring process variance. 
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Furthermore, the integration with Wilcoxon rank-sum based control charts is also 
discussed.  
Chapter 4 – Nonparametric method for Phase I analysis: In this chapter, we 
propose a change-point type Phase I analysis method based on sequential Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test. We consider the sequential WRS statistics of the historical data set as 
one vector, and the joint distribution of the vector is derived. The control limits are 
then determined based on the joint distribution. Comparison to parametric methods 
and a numerical example are given as well. The method is also considered to be used 
as a diagnostic tool, which can indicate the location of change-point, after an out-of-
control signal is given by a Phase II control chart.  
Chapter 5 – Nonparametric control charts for monitoring linear profiles:  In 
this chapter, we propose nonparametric control charts to monitor linear profiles. We 
focus on the on-line monitoring or Phase II applications, and give recommendations 
on the Phase I analysis method as well. We use linear mixed model to account for the 
profile-to-profile variation, and distribution-free parameter estimation methods are 
adopted. The comparison study shows our methods are superior to parametric 
methods when the normal distribution assumption is invalid.  
Chapter 6 – Conclusions & future works:  In this chapter we conclude the 
dissertation and discuss some future works. 
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CHAPTER 2  NONPARAMETRIC CUSUM AND EWMA CONTROL 




Janacek and Meikle (1997) proposed a control chart based on median. 
Chakraborti et al. (2004) further studied this median chart and derived exact 
expressions for the run-length distribution. Arts et al. (2004) proposed an “extrema 
chart”, which monitors max/min values of subgroups. Bakir and Reynolds (1979) 
proposed a CUSUM scheme based on Wilcoxon signed-ranks. Amin and Searcy 
(1991) developed a EWMA approach based on group signed-ranks (GSR) and 
discussed the effect of autocorrelation as well. Amin et al. (1995) suggested using the 
sign-test statistic. Bakir (2004) studied a Shewhart type control chart using GSR. 
McDonald (1990) proposed a CUSUM procedure based on sequential rank. Hackl and 
Ledolter (1991) studied the sequential rank relative to fixed reference sample. Hackl 
and Ledolter (1992) proposed another similar scheme, using the sequential rank 
relative to the most recent observations instead of a fixed reference sample.  
Among these nonparametric control charts, the median chart and those based 
on GSR have been well developed. However, they are not popular in practice. The 
median chart is not as sensitive to step shifts as the parametric charts and needs a 
large number of in-control observations as the reference sample. The control charts 
based on GSR are also not as sensitive and are handicapped due to a small in-control 
ARL (see Amin and Searcy (1991), Bakir and Reynolds (1979), and Bakir (2004)). 
Recently, Jones-Farmer et al. (2009) proposed a Shewhart type distribution-free Phase 
                                                 
* This chapter is based on the paper: Li, S. Y., Tang, L. C. and Ng, S. H. (2010). 
"Nonparametric CUSUM and EWMA Control Charts for Detecting Mean 
Shifts." Journal of Quality Technology, 42(2): 209-226. 
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I (retrospective) control chart based on subgroup mean rank. Their method can be 
used to judge whether a reference sample is out-of-control without knowing its true 
distribution, and the method is only suitable for reference sample with subgroups. 
Their work further encourages the research on more efficient Phase II distribution-
free control charts. 
Chakraborti et al. (2008) proposed a Shewhart type control chart based on the 
Mann-Whitney statistic, which is equivalent to the Wilcoxon rank-sum (WRS) 
statistic (see Manoukian (1998)). Their method performs well in detecting large step 
shifts, but is not sensitive to small step shifts, hence the motivation of our proposed 
methods. In this chapter, we propose two nonparametric control charts, which are 
analogous to parametric CUSUM and EWMA charts, based on the WRS test for 
monitoring a process mean. Our computational results suggest that the proposed 
charts are more effective and robust compared to the existing nonparametric control 
charts. Park and Reynolds Jr (1987) did some preliminary studies on similar methods, 
but they focused on the asymptotic performance without dealing with the design of 
control charts. In this chapter, we shall study the finite-sample run-length distribution 
and investigate the performance of the proposed control charts. In addition, the effect 
of reference sample size and subgroup size will be evaluated and discussed. 
In the next section, the proposed nonparametric CUSUM and EWMA control 
charts will be introduced. Then the run-length distributions of the proposed control 
charts will be derived through the use of conditional probability. We then compare the 
out-of-control performance of the proposed charts to other charts. This is followed by 
a numerical example, after which we investigate the effect of reference sample size 
and subgroup size. Finally, a summary is presented in the conclusion. 
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2.2 The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum (WRS) based CUSUM and EWMA 
control charts 
 
In this section, we first briefly review the WRS test and then describe in detail 
the derivation of our proposed WRS based W- charts. Wilcoxon (1945) proposed the 
WRS test based on the sum of ranks of one sample (Y) when compared to sample (X). 
Suppose two samples consist of continuous independent variables are available, say,  
1 2( , , , )nX x x x=   and 1 2( , , , )mY y y y=  . Combining these two samples together 
and arranging all ( )n m+ observations by ascending order, a new group 
   1 2( , , , , , )i n mA a a a a +=     
can be formed, where i ka x=  if kx  is the i
th smallest observation in the combined 
sample, and i la y=  if ly  is the i
th smallest observation in the combined sample; 
[1: ]i n m∈ + , [1: ]k n∈  and [1: ]l m∈ . Define 
(1) (2) ( ) ( )' ( , , , , , )i n mA a a a a +=   ,  
where ( ) 1ia =  if ia  comes from Y, and ( ) 0ia =  if ia  comes from X. The Wilcoxon 










= ⋅∑ .   (2.1) 
If the stochastic order of Y is larger than X’s, then W will tend to be large; if Y’s 
stochastic order is smaller than X’s, W will tend to be small. The mean and variance of 
W under identical distributions assumption are  





m m nE W + += , and ( 1)( )
12
mn m nVar W + += , respectively.  
To adopt this idea for control chart implementation, n independent 
observations from an in-control process are used as a reference sample and compared 
to future sample subgroups of m independent observations. CUSUM and EWMA 
approaches can then be constructed based on the WRS statistics. We use the term 
CUSUM here for the abbreviation of “cumulative sum”, but not referring to the 
CUSUM chart of Page (1954). A CUSUM scheme can be constructed as follows: 
Step 1. Collect a reference sample 1 2( , , , )nX x x x=  from an in-control 
process. 
Step 2. Assuming a subgroup size of m observations and denoting iY  as the i
th 
sample, compute the WRS for iY  against the reference sample X, and 
denote it as iW . 
Step 3. Construct the CUSUM scheme on iW , with 
1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C W k+ +−




( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C k W− −−
+ + = + − − 
 
, (2.3) 
where k is the reference parameter of the CUSUM scheme, iC
+ will 
detect upward mean shift, and iC
− will detect downward mean shift. 
Step 4. The control limit for the CUSUM chart is set to be Ch . If either iC
+ or 
iC
−  goes beyond or falls on Ch , an out-of-control signal will be given.  
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To construct a EWMA chart, replace Steps 3 and 4 above with the following: 
Step 3a. To construct the EWMA scheme on iW , define the EWMA statistic as 
1(1 )i i iT W Tλ λ −= + − , (2.4) 
where 0 1λ< ≤  is the smoothing parameter of EWMA scheme. 
Step 4a. The steady state control limits of EWMA chart are set to be 
( ) EE W h± . When iT  falls outside or on the control limits, an out-of-
control signal will be given. 
As the above proposed approaches are based on the WRS statistic W, we will 
refer to them as the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts, respectively, hereafter.  
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2.3 Design of W-CUSUM and W-EWMA control charts 
 
To design the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA control charts, we first address the 
dependence of the statistics on the reference sample. When a reference sample is used 
to calculate Wi, all the subsequent Wis will be correlated, and such correlation will 
affect the control charts design. In this section, we first discuss how this correlation 
arises, followed by ways to address it.  
According to Quesenberry (1993), when the underlying process parameters 
( µ  and σ ) are estimated, the sequence of plotted statistics against the control limits 
will be correlated. Under such situations, control charts cannot achieve the same 
performance as in the known parameters situation. The correlation comes from the 
fact that the control limits are actually random variables when process parameters are 
unknown. It is clearly shown by the equation given in Quesenberry (1993) p239: 
Cov( , ) Var( )i jX UCL X UCL UCL
∧ ∧ ∧
− − = , 
where iX  and jX  is the i
th and jth plotted statistic, respectively. When process 
parameters µ  and σ  are known, UCL(Upper Control Limit) is no longer a random 
variable, and  Cov( , ) Var( ) 0i jX UCL X UCL UCL− − = = . In this situation, if the 
original observations are independent, the in/out-of-control signals are also 
independent. When the control limits are estimated from a specific historical data set, 
µˆ and σˆ are fixed, hence  UCL
∧
 is also fixed, and the in/out-of-control signals are 
independent. Based on this fact, the conditioning method has been used to account for 
using estimated parameters in various parametric control charts. Chakraborti (2000) 
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derived the run-length distribution of the Shewhart X chart under unknown process 
parameters situation. Jones et al. (2001) analyzed the performance of the EWMA 
chart with estimated parameters. Jones (2002) gave recommendations on the design of 
EWMA chart with estimated parameters. Jones et al. (2004) derived the run-length 
distribution of CUSUM chart with estimated parameters. Champ et al. (2005) 
analyzed properties of 2T chart with estimated parameters. Shu et al. (2004) derived 
the run-length distribution of regression control chart with estimated parameters. 
Our proposed nonparametric control charts face the similar correlation issue as 
the parametric charts with estimated parameters. Since all the plotted Wis are based on 
comparisons with the same reference sample, they will then be correlated. This 
correlation comes from the uncertainty of the reference sample with respect to the true 
distribution.  
For the in-control situation, suppose a reference sample 1 2( , , , )nX x x x=   is 
drawn from a process with cumulative distribution function (CDF) F, and denote the 
ith future in-control subgroup as 1 2( , , , , , )i i i ij imY y y y y=   , also with CDF F. Further 
denote Pr(RL=t|X) to be the run-length distribution function when the specific 
reference sample X is used. Then the unconditional run-length distribution can be 
written as  
1Pr( ) Pr( | ) ( ) ( )nRL t RL t X dF x dF x
∞ ∞
−∞ −∞
= = =∫ ∫  . (2.5) 
Since equation (2.5) is an n-dimensional integration and Pr( | )RL t X=  is 
generally not in a closed form, a direct numerical solution to (2.5) is hard to obtain. 
Alternatively, the Monte-Carlo method, covering a sufficiently large number of 
possible reference samples, can be used to approximate (2.5), 








RL t RL t X
M =
= ≈ =∑ , (2.6) 
where M is the number of Monte Carlo replications and iX is the i
th randomly 
generated reference sample.  
Chakraborti et al. (2008) obtained the upper-tailed probability of the Mann-
Whitney statistic for a given reference sample using probability generating functions 
(p.g.f.). Here we will extend this method for the computation of Pr( | )W X . The 
Mann-Whitney statistic, which is equivalent to the WRS statistic, of  







= ∑ , where 
jR  is the rank of ijy (the j
th observation in the ith future in-control subgroup) with 
respect to the reference sample X (or, Rj is the total number of xi in the sample X that 
precede yij). Obviously, ( ) ( 1)Pr( | ) Pr( )j r ij rR r X x y x += = < < , where ( )rx  is the r
th 
ordered observation in X for 1, ,r n=  , and (0)x = −∞ and ( 1)nx + = ∞ . As shown by 
Park and Reynolds Jr (1987) and Chakraborti et al. (2008), a control procedure based 
on WRS or the equivalent Mann-Whitney statistic is distribution-free when the 
process is in-control. Therefore, to simplify the computation, we can assume that both 
X and Yi are drawn from the standard uniform distribution U(0, 1), making it 
straightforward to obtain that ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( )Pr( | ) Pr( )j r ij r r rR r X x y x x x+ += = < < = − , with 
(0) 0x = and ( 1) 1nx + = . Intuitively, Rj is a discrete random variable with range [0, ]n . 
Following the definition of probability generating function, we have the p.g.f. of Rj as 
( 1) ( )
0 0





G z E z R r X z x x z+
= =
= = = ⋅ = − ⋅∑ ∑ .  (2.7) 
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Since the Rjs are conditionally independent given X, and MW  is the sum of Rj, then 
the p.g.f. of MW  is the product of the p.g.f. of Rj, 
( 1) ( )
0 0
( ) Pr( | ) ( ( )) ( ( ) )
mn n
s m s m
s s
s s
H z MW s X z G z x x z+
= =
= = ⋅ = = − ⋅∑ ∑ . (2.8) 
After expanding ( 1) ( )
0







− ⋅∑ , the conditional probability distribution 
of MW, Pr( | )MW s X= , can be obtained by collecting the coefficients of 
corresponding items of sz . Since MW is equivalent to W through the relationship 
( 1) / 2W MW m m= + + , Pr( ( 1) / 2 | ) Pr( | )W s m m X MW s X= + + = = . 
Conditional run-length distribution for W-CUSUM control chart  
Denote Pr( | , )RL t u X=  to the conditional run-length distribution under a 
specific reference sample X (u represents that the chart starts from value u), and its 
close form can be obtained by following the widely used recursive approach first 
proposed by Page (1954). For upper-sided W-CUSUM, 
1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C W k+ +−
+ + = + − − 
 
,  
Pr( 1 | , )RL u X=  
1Pr( | , )CC h u X
+= ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nu W k h u X+ += + − − ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nW k h u u X+ += ≥ + + −  
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( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nW k h u u X+ += ≥ + + − ,                          
where 0 Chu≤ < , and u represents the initial value 0C u
+ = . For 1t >  we have: 
Pr( | , )RL t u X=  
1 1Pr( , 0 | , ) Pr( ,0 | , )CRL t C u X RL t C h u X
+ += = = + = < <  
1 1Pr( | 0, , ) Pr( 0 | , )RL t C u X C u X
+ += = = ⋅ =  
1 1Pr( | 0 , , ) Pr(0 | , )C CRL t C h u X C h u X
+ ++ = < < ⋅ < < . 
When 1 0C
+ = , 1Pr( | 0, , ) Pr( 1 | 0, )RL t C u X RL t u X
+= = = = − = . Knowing 
1 1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2
m m nC u W k+ + + = + − − 
 
 and 1 0C
+ = , we can infer that  
11Pr( 0 | , ) P
( 1)(r( |) 0
2
, )m m nu WC u X k u X+ + ++ − − ≤= =  
1
( 1)Pr( | , ).
2
m m nW k u u X+ += ≤ + −  
Therefore,  
1 1Pr( | ( 0), , ) Pr( 0 | , )RL t C u X C u X
+ += = ⋅ =  
1 1Pr( | (0 ), , ) Pr(0 | , )C CRL t C h u X C h u X
+ ++ = < < ⋅ < <  
1
( 1)Pr( 1 | 0, ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X W k u u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≤ + −  
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1 0 1 0[Pr( | ( ), ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t C v C u X C v C u X+ + + +
∈
+ = = = ⋅ = =∑  
( 1)Pr( 1 | 0, ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X W k u u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≤ + −  
( 1)[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]
2v V
m m nRL t v X W v k u u X
∈
+ +
+ = − ⋅ = + + −∑ ,   
where the set V contains all the values that 1C
+ can take strictly between 0 and Ch , 
excluding 0 and Ch .  The conditional run-length distribution can then be calculated 
recursively.  
Similarly, we can obtain the conditional run-length distribution for lower-
sided W-CUSUM, 1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C k W− −−
+ + = + − − 
 
,  
Pr( 1 | , )RL u X=  
Pr( | , )( 1)
2 C
m m unk u h XW + + += ≥ − − .     
For 1t > ,  
Pr( | , )RL t u X=  
( 1)Pr( 1 | 0, ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X W u k u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≥ + −  
( 1)Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , ).
2v V
m m nRL t v X W u k v u X
∈
+ +
+ = − ⋅ = + − −∑  
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Conditional run-length distribution for W-EWMA control chart  
The conditional run-length distribution for two-sided W-EWMA chart, 
1(1 )i i iT W Tλ λ −= + − , can be derived as follows.  
Pr( 1 | , )RL u X=  
1 1
( 1) ( 1)Pr(( ) ( ) | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nT h T h u X+ + + += − ≤ − ∪ − ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( (1 ) | , )
2 E
m m nW u h u Xλ λ + += + − − ≤ −  
1
( 1)Pr( (1 ) | , )
2 E
m m nW u h u Xλ λ + ++ + − − ≥  
1
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uW u Xλ
λ
+ + − − −
= ≤  
1
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uW u Xλ
λ
+ + + − −
+ ≥  
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uW u Xλ
λ
+ + − − −
= ≤  
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , ),
2
Em m n h uW u Xλ
λ
+ + + − −
+ ≥  
where u represents that the chart starts from u ( 0T u= ), and 
( 1) ( 1)
2 2E E
m m n m m nh u h+ + + +− < < + . Using the recursive approach, we have, 
Pr( | , )RL t u X=  




( 1) ( 1)Pr( , | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nRL t h T h u X+ + + += = − < < +  
1
( 1) ( 1)Pr( | ( ), , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nRL t h T h u X+ + + += = − < < +  
1
( 1) ( 1)Pr( | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nh T h u X+ + + +⋅ − < < +  
1 0 1 0[Pr( | ( ), ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t T v T u X T v T u X
∈
= = = = ⋅ = =∑  
0 1 0[Pr( 1 | ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t T v X T v T u X
∈
= = − = ⋅ = =∑  
(1 )[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]
v V
v uRL t v X W u Xλ
λ∈
− −
= = − ⋅ =∑ ,              
where the set V contains all possible values that 1T can take between the LCL and 
UCL of W-EWMA chart.  
The design and implementation of the proposed control charts can be 
summarized as follows:  
1. Determine the reference sample size (n) and subgroup size (m). (The effect 
of reference sample size and subgroup size will be discussed later.) 
2. Start from a preset control limit(s). One possible way to select the start 
point(s) could be based on the design of parametric CUSUM and EWMA 
charts. For instance, if the desired in-control ARL is around 500, the UCL 
of W-CUSUM could be set as  5.07 Wσ  with the reference parameter k 
= 0.5 Wσ , and the UCL and LCL of W-EWMA could be set as 









 with 0.1λ = . The details of parametric 
CUSUM and EWMA charts design can be found in Montgomery (2005), 
Woodall and Adams (1993), and Lucas and Saccucci (1990).  
3. For the preset control limit(s) chosen in Step 2, compute the in-control 
ARL.  Generally for CUSUM and EWMA schemes, the control chart can 
be assumed to start from 0 or the process mean, respectively, that is to say, 
u=0 or u=E(W), respectively. The conditional run-length distribution for 
any specific reference sample can be obtained as mentioned before, repeat 
this for N randomly generated reference samples, and then the 
unconditional run-length distribution can be calculated using equation 
(2.6). To ease the computation, the reference samples are drawn from the 
U(0, 1) distribution independently and randomly. After obtaining the run-
length distribution, it is easy to compute the in-control ARL, 
( )u uARL E RL=  
( )
1
[ Pr( | )]
Max RL
t
t RL t u
=
= ⋅ =∑ ,     
where uARL  is the ARL when the chart starts from u, and ( )Max RL  is the 
maximum run-length. ( )Max RL should be as large as possible, where 
(Pr | ) 0)( Max RLRL u= ≈ .  
4.  If the computed in-control ARL is larger (smaller) than the desired value, 
then tune the control limit(s) narrower (wider) and repeat Step 3, until the 
desired in-control ARL is achieved. 
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2.4 ARL performance comparison 
 
We conducted a comparative study to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed nonparametric charts. The purpose was to investigate the efficiency of the 
proposed charts when compared to the widely used parametric X-CUSUM  and 
X-EWMA  charts, and also to some existing nonparametric control charts.  
Among existing nonparametric control charts (see the Introduction section), 
the Median chart and the methods based on group signed-ranks (GSR) are well 
developed. However, those methods based on GSR have small in-control ARL when 
the subgroup size is not large, because their maximum possible UCL depends on the 
subgroup size. For example, for the GSR-EWMA scheme studied in Amin and Searcy 
(1991), when subgroup size is 6 and λ=0.2, the maximum possible in-control ARL is 
67; also see Bakir and Reynolds (1979) and Bakir (2004) for the GSR-CUSUM and 
Shewhart type GSR chart, respectively. Therefore, it is hard to compare our methods 
to them directly. We also found that, when the subgroup size is 1, our W-EWMA 
chart is equivalent to the method proposed by Hackl and Ledolter (1991). 
Theoretically, the statistic they used is equivalent to WRS statistic with n=1. We ran 
some simulation experiments under n=1 situation, and the results coincide with those 
of Hackl and Ledolter (1991).  Due to the above reasons and findings, we decided to 
compare the proposed control charts to the recently developed Shewhart type 
nonparametric control chart (denoted as MW chart hereafter) proposed by Chakraborti 
et al. (2008), and the Median chart proposed by Janacek and Meikle (1997). 
According to Borror et al. (1999) and Stoumbos and Sullivan (2002), the 
X-EWMA  scheme with small smoothing parameter λ can be robust to non-normality. 
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Here we will consider the X-EWMA  charts with λ=0.1, 0.05, and 0.01, while for the 
W-EWMA chart, the non-normality is not a problem, so that we will only consider the 
commonly used λ=0.1. Traditional X-CUSUM  and X-EWMA  charts do not consider 
the effect of estimated parameters. Hence, they will not achieve the expected in-
control ARL when the parameters are estimated from a reference sample. The design 
of W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts takes the effect of using a reference sample into 
consideration, so that their direct parametric counterparts should be the X-CUSUM  
and X-EWMA  charts with adjusted control limits, as described in Jones et al. (2004) 
and Jones (2002), respectively. In our study, we compare the W-CUSUM and W-
EWMA charts to both traditional and adjusted X-CUSUM  and X-EWMA  charts. 
Simulation settings 
Totally 12 control charts were compared, namely, W-CUSUM, W-EWMA, 
Median, MW, X-CUSUM , X-CUSUM  (adjust), X-EWMA  (λ=0.1), X-EWMA  
(λ=0.05), X-EWMA  (λ=0.01), X-EWMA  (adjust, λ=0.1), X-EWMA  (adjust, 
λ=0.05), and X-EWMA  (adjust, λ=0.01). Three typical distributions were considered, 
Normal(0, 1), Gamma(3, 1), and Student’s t(5). The Gamma distribution represents a 
skewed non-normal distribution, and the t(5) distribution represents a heavy-tailed 
distribution. The distribution parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. For each 
distribution, we first simulated a reference sample with 100 observations, and then 
every 5 subsequent observations were grouped as a subgroup sample. The 12 control 
charts were applied to the process separately, and we recorded the run-length of each 
control charts when the first out-of-control signal occurred. The number of 
replications was 20,000 times for every scenario.  
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We set the control limits of all charts to achieve around a 500 in-control ARL.  
However, as the Median chart cannot be tuned to achieve this in-control ARL, we set 
the UCL and LCL of the Median chart at the 6th and 95th number of the reference 
sample, which achieves a 359.6 in-control ARL in theory (see Chakraborti et al. (2004) 
for details). The W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts were designed using the approach 
introduced above, and M=100,000 was used as the size of the pool of reference 
samples. The traditional X-CUSUM  and X-EWMA  charts were designed assuming 
the distribution parameters known, as described in Woodall and Adams (1993) and 
Lucas and Saccucci (1990), respectively. For the X-CUSUM  (adjust) and  
X-EWMA  (adjust) charts, µ  and σ were estimated from the 100 randomly generated 
observations (the reference sample of each simulation replication), and the control 
limits were adjusted according to the methods introduced by Jones et al. (2004) and 
Jones (2002), respectively. All the CUSUM schemes start from 0, and all the EWMA 
schemes start from process mean (or the middle point between UCL and LCL). The 
control limits and parameters settings of the 12 control charts are summarized in 
Table2.2.  In Tables 2.3-2.5, we present the simulation results with both the ARL and 
the SDRL (standard deviation of the run-length) and the results are all based on the 
averages of 20,000 iterations. The shift magnitude δ is measured by the subgroup 
standard deviation / mσ , and the ARL and SDRL values are in terms of the number 
of subgroups. In Tables 2.6 - 2.9, we present the percentage deviations comparison of 
the proposed nonparametric charts with some selected parametric charts. To calculate 
the percentage deviations, we set the performance of the X-CUSUM and X-EWMA  
(λ=0.1) charts under N(0,1) distribution as the benchmarks, in other words, the 
benchmarks are the performance of the parametric charts under ideal conditions. We 
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obtain the percentage deviations by first taking the difference between the ARL 
values of the respective charts and the benchmark chart, and then divide it by the ARL 
values of the benchmark chart. For instance, the entry 167.61% of “Table 2.6, 
Gamma(3,1), W-CUSUM, shift 0.25” is calculated as (381.02-142.38)/142.38= 
167.61%, where 381.02 is the entry of “Table 2.4, W-CUSUM, shift 0.25, ARL 
value”, and 142.38 is the entry of “Table 2.3, X-CUSUM , shift 0.25, ARL value”.  
In Figures 2.1-2.9, we also present the graphical comparisons on the ARL 
values of the W-CUSUM chart to X-CUSUM  and X-CUSUM  (adjust) charts, and 
W-EWMA chart to X-EWMA  and X-EWMA  (adjust) charts; in these figures, the 
ARL values are in natural log scales. 
Table 2.1 Distribution parameters for N(0,1), G(3,1), and t(5) 
  N(0,1) G(3,1) t(5) 
µ 0 3 0 
σ 1 1.732 1.291 
Skewness 0 1.155 0 
Kurtosis 3 5 9 
 
Table 2.2 Control limits and parameter settings for the 12 control charts used in 
the simulation comparison 
(n =100, m =5) W-CUSUM W-EWMA MW Median
Control Limits 353 219.5; 310.5 80; 450 6th & 95th of ref. sample
k NA NA NA
λ NA 0.1 NA NA
Xbar-CUSUM Xbar-EWMA (λ=0.1) Xbar-EWMA (λ=0.05) Xbar-EWMA (λ=0.01)
Control Limits
k NA NA NA
µ,σ Assume known Assume known Assume known Assume known
(L) or (h) 5.07 2.814 2.615 1.963
Xbar-CUSUM (adjust) Xbar-EWMA(adjust,λ=0.1) Xbar-EWMA(adjust,λ=0.05) Xbar-EWMA(adjust,λ=0.01)
Control Limits
k NA NA NA
µ,σ Esstimated from ref. sample Esstimated from ref. sample Esstimated from ref. sample Esstimated from ref. sample





/ (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ − / (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ − / (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ −
/ (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ − / (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ − / (2 )L mµ σ λ λ± ⋅ ⋅ −




Table 2.3 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA with other control charts, under Normal(0,1) distribution 
Shift 



























ARL 359.27 502.48 498.64 498.96 501.00 502.94 501.01 498.98 501.98 500.57 499.58 499.48 
SDRL 637.83 649.93 782.29 494.18 912.98 787.03 487.62 485.67 463.77 881.88 934.90 955.90 
0.25  
ARL 318.59 428.03 333.45 142.38 309.02 321.52 105.15 83.64 72.32 308.57 273.84 197.96 
SDRL 539.95 601.86 654.50 139.35 707.35 652.14 98.34 70.43 51.29 695.30 656.65 576.05 
0.50  
ARL 232.35 292.77 107.19 37.57 92.24 103.15 31.32 28.64 32.61 93.02 70.84 45.33 
SDRL 393.21 442.54 280.82 31.59 244.18 277.75 23.38 18.19 18.81 251.90 199.04 72.65 
1.00  
ARL 102.63 86.57 13.04 10.39 11.51 14.29 10.32 11.24 15.53 13.16 13.75 17.65 
SDRL 210.16 131.94 14.18 4.68 11.60 14.94 4.29 4.13 6.03 12.34 11.19 15.85 
1.50  
ARL 36.86 28.52 6.25 5.40 5.75 7.52 6.07 7.10 10.26 7.03 8.26 11.63 
SDRL 80.85 45.42 3.57 2.33 3.44 4.35 2.63 3.00 4.89 4.29 5.34 9.59 
2.00  
ARL 14.35 11.08 4.32 3.77 3.91 5.30 4.36 5.21 7.73 4.89 5.95 8.73 
SDRL 23.44 13.94 1.88 1.43 1.87 2.57 1.70 2.05 3.54 2.54 3.47 6.81 
3.00  
ARL 3.76 2.93 2.90 2.42 2.47 3.64 2.87 3.51 5.27 3.14 3.94 5.97 
SDRL 4.84 2.63 0.94 0.76 0.90 1.49 1.01 1.27 2.28 1.37 2.03 4.30 
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Table 2.4 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA with other control charts, under Gamma(3,1) distribution 
Shift 



























ARL 360.90 498.25 502.17 428.66 534.16 501.13 469.83 486.34 495.57 541.94 520.04 507.82 
SDRL 640.05 646.50 781.13 413.49 1049.52 788.88 466.68 484.20 452.88 1036.98 1058.64 994.19 
0.25  
ARL 527.82 601.43 381.02 121.97 432.54 340.50 95.89 80.47 69.72 446.55 419.24 263.32 
SDRL 1047.49 890.00 801.63 118.90 1149.53 745.25 87.91 67.22 47.83 1169.00 1164.44 859.11 
0.50  
ARL 502.28 427.29 109.54 38.53 149.35 103.00 31.86 29.33 33.11 148.23 115.70 58.52 
SDRL 1021.17 667.89 349.72 34.13 504.16 345.21 24.62 19.00 19.17 511.52 438.32 156.01 
1.00  
ARL 282.13 148.28 10.34 9.89 14.20 11.79 10.27 11.28 15.41 15.55 15.12 18.85 
SDRL 680.98 259.45 10.29 5.89 23.76 11.31 5.35 5.30 7.55 23.17 16.15 17.68 
1.50  
ARL 120.57 48.16 5.34 5.32 5.96 6.50 6.03 7.04 10.22 7.25 8.44 12.05 
SDRL 282.39 80.22 2.61 2.37 5.32 3.53 2.56 1.90 4.78 5.04 5.83 10.24 
2.00  
ARL 61.14 18.22 3.81 3.69 3.93 4.75 4.32 5.18 7.69 4.94 6.02 9.03 
SDRL 157.09 28.45 1.42 1.39 2.06 2.19 1.64 1.99 3.47 2.78 3.71 7.23 
3.00  
ARL 14.44 3.35 2.72 2.37 2.48 3.41 2.84 3.48 5.26 3.15 3.98 6.15 
SDRL 34.75 4.15 0.76 0.73 0.97 1.35 0.96 1.22 2.24 1.48 2.18 4.56 
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Table 2.5 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA with other control charts, under t(5) distribution 
Shift 



























ARL 361.53 500.82 499.42 405.32 516.88 501.61 439.05 475.97 494.48 528.71 521.78 512.16 
SDRL 638.24 650.29 780.99 394.93 1177.62 783.13 432.80 472.39 457.60 1126.95 1158.55 1070.44 
0.25  
ARL 339.65 418.89 307.52 138.04 356.90 288.19 104.15 81.02 69.43 344.97 332.79 229.66 
SDRL 573.40 606.05 630.76 136.52 1005.34 594.95 97.32 67.63 48.07 964.34 986.67 754.67 
0.50  
ARL 279.45 265.38 76.49 39.12 136.84 75.53 32.27 29.09 33.03 129.52 99.32 52.75 
SDRL 538.00 412.37 205.67 33.47 512.55 241.94 24.33 18.44 18.79 477.49 412.24 135.07 
1.00  
ARL 156.21 75.51 9.67 9.76 12.74 11.35 10.20 11.23 15.40 14.11 14.08 17.94 
SDRL 403.08 137.00 8.54 5.55 22.36 8.78 5.18 5.17 7.55 20.60 14.69 16.57 
1.50  
ARL 61.75 20.61 5.30 5.33 5.74 6.44 6.00 7.04 10.23 7.03 8.13 11.58 
SDRL 176.50 32.16 2.68 2.34 4.63 3.45 2.52 2.90 4.74 5.32 5.72 9.69 
2.00  
ARL 24.93 7.69 3.82 3.72 3.85 4.71 4.32 5.19 7.72 4.82 5.88 8.73 
SDRL 93.92 9.82 1.51 1.38 1.96 2.17 1.65 1.98 3.46 2.58 3.51 6.90 
3.00  
ARL 4.56 2.14 2.72 2.40 2.46 3.39 2.86 3.50 5.29 3.12 3.94 6.01 
SDRL 15.49 1.70 0.83 0.73 0.96 1.35 0.98 1.24 2.25 1.41 2.07 4.37 
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Table 2.6 Percentage deviations of ARL values for W-CUSUM and 
X - CUSUM (adjust) charts 
  Normal (0,1) Gamma (3,1) t (5) 







0 -0.07% 0.41% 0.64% 7.06% 0.09% 3.59% 
0.25 134.20% 117.04% 167.61% 203.80% 115.99% 150.67% 
0.5 185.28% 145.49% 191.53% 297.49% 103.58% 264.17% 
1 25.50% 10.77% -0.54% 36.69% -6.94% 22.55% 
1.5 15.70% 6.42% -1.27% 10.36% -1.89% 6.20% 
2 14.51% 3.86% 0.98% 4.29% 1.48% 2.23% 
3 19.64% 1.77% 12.36% 2.17% 12.16% 1.69% 
 
 
Table 2.7 Percentage deviations of ARL values for W-EWMA and some selected 
X - EWMA  charts under Normal  (0, 1) distribution 
  Normal (0, 1) 







0.00 0.38% -0.09% 0.19% -0.31% 
0.25 205.78% 193.46% -31.22% 88.27% 
0.50 229.35% 197.01% 4.13% 44.73% 
1.00 38.50% 27.49% 50.45% 71.05% 
1.50 23.91% 15.84% 69.15% 91.65% 
2.00 21.50% 12.19% 77.37% 100.17% 




Table 2.8 Percentage deviations of ARL values for W-EWMA and some selected 
X - EWMA  charts under Gamma  (3, 1) distribution 
  Gamma (3, 1) 







0.00 0.02% 8.17% -1.09% 1.36% 
0.25 223.83% 324.69% -33.69% 150.43% 
0.50 228.88% 373.26% 5.71% 86.83% 
1.00 14.25% 50.63% 49.31% 82.66% 
1.50 7.11% 19.54% 68.51% 98.59% 
2.00 8.91% 13.25% 76.38% 107.09% 
3.00 18.51% 9.59% 82.93% 114.17% 
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Table 2.9 Percentage deviations of ARL values for W-EWMA and some selected 
X - EWMA  charts under t (5) distribution 
  t (5) 







0.00 0.12% 5.53% -1.30% 2.22% 
0.25 174.08% 228.09% -33.97% 118.42% 
0.50 141.15% 313.53% 5.46% 68.41% 
1.00 9.95% 36.74% 49.25% 73.87% 
1.50 6.14% 15.88% 68.55% 90.85% 
2.00 8.03% 10.64% 77.12% 100.25% 
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Figure 2.1 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM, X - CUSUM , and 
X - CUSUM  (adjust) charts, under N(0,1) distribution 
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Figure 2.2 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM, X - CUSUM , and 
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Figure 2.3 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM, X - CUSUM , and 
X - CUSUM  (adjust) charts, under t(5) distribution 
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Figure 2.4 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA (λ=0.1), and 
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Figure 2.5 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA  (adjust, 
λ=0.1), and X - EWMA  (adjust, λ =0.01) charts, under N(0,1) distribution 
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EWMA scheme comparison under G(3,1) distribution 
(with parameters known Xbar-EWMA charts) 
 
Figure 2.6 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA  (λ=0.1), 
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EWMA scheme comparison under G(3,1) distribution
(with adjusted Xbar-EWMA charts) 
 
Figure 2.7 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA  (adjust, 
λ=0.1), and X - EWMA  (adjust, λ =0.01) charts, under G(3,1) distribution 
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EWMA scheme comparison under t(5) distribution 
(with parameters known Xbar-EWMA charts) 
 
Figure 2.8 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA  (λ=0.1), 
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EWMA scheme comparison under t(5) distribution
(with adjusted Xbar-EWMA charts) 
 
Figure 2.9 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA, X - EWMA  (adjust, 
λ=0.1), and X - EWMA  (adjust, λ =0.01) charts, under t(5) distribution 
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Several observations can be made from the above results: 
1. Under normal distribution, as expected, the traditional X-CUSUM  and 
X-EWMA  charts perform the best, as a result of the assumed advantage 
of knowing the distribution parameters. See Table 2.3, Figures 2.1 and 2.4. 
While under the non-normal distributions, although generally the 
traditional X-CUSUM  and X-EWMA  charts are more sensitive (see 
Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.6, and 2.8), their applications are restricted by two facts, 
one is that their in-control ARL values are shorter, and the other is that the 
true distribution parameters have to be known.   
2. Under normal distribution, the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts perform 
slightly worse than their parametric counterparts, the X-CUSUM  (adjust) 
and X-EWMA  (adjust, λ=0.1) charts, respectively. See Tables 2.6 - 2.9, 
Figures 2.1 and 2.5. 
3. Under non-normal distributions, the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts 
perform better (except for shift 3 / mσ= ) than the X-CUSUM  (adjust) 
and X-EWMA (adjust, λ=0.1) charts, respectively. See Tables 2.6 - 2.9, 
Figures2.2, 2.3, 2.7, and 2.9. 
4. Under non-normal distributions, the nonparametric charts perform 
consistently in terms of the in-control ARL. While the parametric charts 
are affected by the non-normality, they cannot achieve their designed in-
control ARL. An interesting finding is, the in-control ARL of the 
X-CUSUM  (adjust) and X-EWMA (adjust) charts could be larger than 
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their designed value. This is due to the effect of extremely long run-length 
iterations (the process goes beyond 10,000 or even 15,000 subgroups until 
an out-of-control signal occurs), which happen more frequently under non-
normal distributions in our simulation. This effect also results in the 
significantly large SDRL of the X-CUSUM (adjust) and X-EWMA (adjust, 
λ=0.1) charts. See Tables 2.4 and 2.5. 
5. When λ=0.01, the X-EWMA charts (both traditional and adjusted) gain 
satisfactory robustness to non-normality. However, their ability of 
detecting moderate to large shifts deteriorates, and is worse than the W-
EWMA chart under all distributions. See Tables 2.7-2.9, and Figures 2.4-
2.9. Consequently, if the target is distribution-free, W-EWMA is a better 
choice than the X-EWMA chart with very small λ. 
6. Under all situations, the MW chart performs better than the Median chart. 
Except for shift 3 / mσ= , the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts 
perform better than the MW chart. See Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. 
7. Under G(3,1) distribution (skewed distribution), the Median chart and MW 
chart are seriously affected by the skewness, and they can hardly detect 
small positive shifts. See Table 2.4. 
8. As the proposed nonparametric charts and the X-CUSUM (adjust) and 
X-EWMA (adjust) charts all account for the uncertainty of using a 
reference sample, their SDRL values are larger than the traditional 
X-CUSUM and X-EWMA charts. Nevertheless, the SDRL values of the 
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W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts are smaller than the X-CUSUM (adjust) 
and X-EWMA (adjust, λ=0.1) charts in most cases (especially under non-
normal distributions), respectively. This is another advantage of the 
proposed nonparametric charts. See Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. 
As a summary, our proposed nonparametric charts perform consistently in 
terms of the in-control ARL under different distributions, and are almost as effective 
as parametric charts in terms of detecting a sustained mean shift. If non-normality is a 
concern and the observations’ distribution parameters are not fully known, the W-
CUSUM and W-EWMA charts are better choices than their parametric counterparts 
and other existing nonparametric charts.   
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2.5 A numerical example 
 
In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate the 
implementation of the proposed charts. We simulated 100 random numbers as the 
reference sample from the Student’s t(5) distribution, and 200 subgroups of 5 
observations (1,000 under-monitoring observations) from the same distribution. A 
sustained mean shift of magnitude 1 / 5 3 / 5mσ = , was introduced at the 
beginning of the 101st subgroup, and then we applied W-CUSUM, X-CUSUM , 
X-EWMA (adjust), W-EWMA, X-EWMA (λ=0.1), X-EWMA (adjust, λ=0.1), MW, 
and Median charts to the simulated process (all the charts use the same design as in 
Table 2.2).  
In Figure 2.10 and 2.11 we present the reference sample (100 observations), 
and the under-monitoring 1,000 observations, respectively. The estimated mean of the 
reference sample is 0.0547, and the standard deviation is 1.331. The control charts 
performances are shown in Figures 2.12-2.19. From these figures, we can see that W-
CUSUM and W-EWMA charts perform like the X-CUSUM  and X-EWMA  charts 
in terms of basic trend, respectively. They are a little less sensitive than the traditional 
parametric charts, but more sensitive than the adjusted parametric charts (under non-
normal distribution). In this specific case, after the introduction of step shift, W-
CUSUM signals at the 10th subgroup,  X-CUSUM signals at the 7th subgroup, 
X-CUSUM (adjust) signals at the 10th subgroup, W-EWMA signals at the 11th 
subgroup, X-EWMA  signals at the 10th subgroup, and X-EWMA (adjust) signals at 
the 27th subgroup. While the MW and Median charts cannot detect the shift.  

























Figure 2.11 The1000 under monitoring observations, 1 / mσ sustained mean 
shift occurs after the 500th observation 
 


















Figure 2.12 W-CUSUM chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control signal at 

















Figure 2.13 X - CUSUM  chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control signal at 
the7th subgroup after the mean shift occurs 

















Figure 2.14 X - CUSUM  (adjust) chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control 















Figure 2.15 W-EWMA chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control signal at 
the11th subgroup after the mean shift occurs 
 
















Figure 2.16 X - EWMA chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control signal at 















Figure 2.17 X - EWMA  (adjust) chart’s performance, it gives the out-of-control 
signal at the27th subgroup after the mean shift occurs 
 



























Figure 2.19 Median chart’s performance 
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2.6 Effect of reference sample size and subgroup size 
 
A relevant issue in the application of our proposed charts is the reference 
sample size and subgroup size. A simulation study was conducted to investigate the 
effect of the reference sample size and subgroup size on the performance of the 
proposed charts. The reference sample size (n) was chosen to be 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 
and 1,000; the subgroup size (m) was chosen to be 1, 3, 5, and 7. There were a total of 
24 combinations of reference sample versus subgroup size. For each combination the 
control limits were set to achieve a 500 in-control ARL. Step shifts 0.5 / mσ , 
1 / mσ , 2 / mσ , and 3 / mσ  were considered. The original observations were 
drawn independently and randomly from the t(5) distribution. The results are based on 
5,000 iterations, and are presented in Table 2.10 and Figures 2.20-2.27 (the reference 
sample sizes are in natural log scale), which show the effect of both reference sample 
size and subgroup size under step shift 0.5 / mσ , 1 / mσ , 2 / mσ , and 
3 / mσ , respectively.  
From the figures, we may conclude:  
1. Both the reference sample size and subgroup size have effects on the 
performance of the proposed nonparametric charts. The larger the 
reference sample size, the less uncertainty, and the better performance. 
While the reference sample size is fixed, smaller subgroup size is 
better for detecting small shifts, and larger subgroup size is better for 
detecting large shifts. This is due to the effects of two mutually-
opposite influencing factors, one is that the larger the subgroup size, 
the less uncertainty and the better performance; the other is that the 
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larger ratio of the reference sample size to the subgroup size, the better 
performance. This may lead to the optimal design problem of the 
proposed nonparametric charts, and we will not discuss this issue in 
this chapter.  
2. Generally, when the reference sample size is not less than 50, for all the 
studied subgroup sizes (1, 3, 5, 7), the proposed W-CUSUM and W-
EWMA charts perform fairly well. Furthermore, using a reference 
sample size as small as 20, the proposed charts can still detect moderate 
to large shifts (1 / mσ  to  3 / mσ ) effectively.  
Table 2.10 W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts ARL performance under various 
reference sample size and subgroup size combinations, t(5) distribution 
    W-CUSUM W-EWMA 
Reference 
sample size shift m=1 m=3 m=5 m=7 m=1 m=3 m=5 m=7 
20 
0.50  83.537 120.691 156.742 178.062 74.653 142.882 190.083 212.878 
1.00  10.644 11.896 11.424 13.821 12.344 19.449 24.738 25.011 
2.00  4.971 4.149 3.970 3.903 6.099 5.261 5.096 5.005 
3.00  4.331 3.070 2.865 2.610 5.290 3.875 3.588 3.449 
50 
0.50  46.620 77.877 105.686 119.648 39.512 77.384 119.291 140.220 
1.00  9.500 10.414 10.352 11.367 10.757 12.232 13.818 15.427 
2.00  4.927 4.005 3.886 3.813 5.910 5.003 4.884 4.932 
3.00  4.260 2.972 2.752 2.579 5.183 3.759 3.490 3.364 
100 
0.50  36.623 52.896 74.973 87.424 31.526 49.329 74.887 92.873 
1.00  9.413 9.687 9.671 10.136 10.338 10.796 11.348 12.317 
2.00  4.882 3.958 3.824 3.760 5.831 4.856 4.709 4.730 
3.00  4.226 2.966 2.718 2.566 5.093 3.671 3.388 3.297 
200 
0.50  31.660 39.833 49.336 57.107 28.282 33.193 43.566 52.526 
1.00  9.212 9.103 9.511 9.443 10.265 9.793 10.457 10.546 
2.00  4.851 3.903 3.793 3.703 5.747 4.710 4.549 4.508 
3.00  4.146 2.957 2.696 2.563 5.035 3.548 3.290 3.150 
500 
0.50  29.768 32.927 35.823 38.416 26.087 28.353 30.648 33.601 
1.00  9.004 8.797 8.958 9.019 9.909 9.456 9.647 9.796 
2.00  4.796 3.844 3.724 3.651 5.655 4.548 4.389 4.325 
3.00  4.033 2.938 2.656 2.543 4.979 3.478 3.195 3.095 
1000 
0.50  28.134 32.100 33.795 35.796 25.923 27.717 28.180 30.231 
1.00  8.921 8.571 8.616 8.642 9.653 9.161 9.211 9.231 
2.00  4.768 3.837 3.696 3.609 5.599 4.450 4.297 4.226 
3.00  3.993 2.909 2.635 2.503 4.938 3.436 3.133 3.017 
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Figure 2.20 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-CUSUM chart under mean 
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Figure 2.21 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-EWMA chars under mean 
shift 0.5 / mσ , with various reference sample size and subgroup size 
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Figure 2.22 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-CUSUM chart under mean 
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Figure 2.23 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-EWMA chart under mean 
shift 1 / mσ , with various reference sample size and subgroup size 
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Figure 2.24 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-CUSUM chart under mean 
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Figure 2.25 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-EWMA chart under mean 
shift 2 / mσ , with various reference sample size and subgroup size 
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Figure 2.26 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-CUSUM chart under mean 
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Figure 2.27 Out-of-control ARL performance of W-EWMA chart under mean 
shift 3 / mσ , with various reference sample size and subgroup size 





In this chapter we propose two distribution-free nonparametric control charts 
based on the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The run-length distributions of the proposed 
charts are derived and the results are used to design the control limits. The results of 
several simulation studies are given to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
control charts. We found that the proposed control charts perform consistently under 
different distribution scenarios, while their parametric counterparts cannot achieve 
their designed in-control ARL under non-normal distributions. Our simulation results 
suggest that, in general, the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts perform close to the 
adjusted X-CUSUM  and adjusted X-EWMA  charts, in terms of sensitivity, under 
normal distribution. While under non-normal distributions, the proposed 
nonparametric charts are more sensitive. Compared to other existing nonparametric 
control charts, the proposed ones are superior. We also investigate the effect of 
reference sample size and subgroup size based on an extensive simulation study.  
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CHAPTER 3  NONPARAMETRIC CUSUM AND EWMA CONTROL 




Although it is often put to the second consideration, monitoring the process 
dispersion (variance) is an important topic. There are several reasons for using control 
charts for monitoring variance. First, detecting a decrease in process variance may 
lead to process improvement, which is an important goal of using control charts. 
Second, an increase in process variance will result in more defective products, and 
timely detection of such shift will effectively avoid loss. At last, many control charts 
for location parameters (mean, median) are based on the assumption that the process 
variance remains unchanged. Generally speaking, when the process variance increases, 
the control charts for monitoring process mean will have more false alarms, even if 
the process mean is unchanged.  
Many authors have contributed to this field, some recent works can be found 
in Chang and Gan (1994), Chang and Gan (1995), Chang and Gan (2004), Acosta-
Mejia (1998), Acosta-Mejia et al. (1999), Acosta-Mejía and Pignatiello Jr (2000), 
Reynolds Jr and Stoumbos (2001), Hawkins and Zamba (2005a) and Hawkins and 
Zamba (2005b). These methods are effective when the process is normally distributed 
or the process distribution is known. However, in many cases, the true distribution of 
the underlying process cannot be known. Non-normality can affect the performance of 
control charts based on sample standard deviation (S) substantially. From this point of 
view, a distribution-free approach is desired. To the best of our knowledge, no 
distribution-free or nonparametric chart for monitoring process variance has appeared 
in the literature.   
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In this chapter, we will propose nonparametric distribution-free control charts 
for monitoring process variance. Our approach is based on Siegel-Tukey test, which is 
an efficient two-sample nonparametric test for detecting the difference in dispersion. 
The nonparametric variance control charts are developed in section 3.2, and the 
design procedure is described in section 3.3. The proposed nonparametric charts are 
compared to parametric charts in section 3.4. In section 3.5, we discuss some issues 
when jointly using the variance charts and the previously proposed W-charts. 
Numerical examples are given in the subsequent section, and followed by a 
concluding section. 
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3.2 Siegel-Tukey test based nonparametric control charts 
 
Siegel and Tukey (1960) proposed a nonparametric test for two independent 
samples dispersion problem, and here we describe this approach briefly. Suppose we 
want to compare two independent random samples 1 2( , , , )nX x x x=   and 
1 2( , , , )mY y y y=  , which are drawn from continuously distributed populations. The 
observations within X and Y are also independent. Combine these two samples 
together and sort all the ( )n m+ observations by ascending order, we have a new 
group: 
 1 2( , , , )n mB b b b +=  ,                        
where i kb x=  if xk is the i
th smallest observation in the combined sample, and i lb y=  
if yl is the ith smallest observation in the combined sample, [1: ]i m n∈ + , [1: ]k n∈  
and [1: ]l m∈ . Let  
(1) (2) ( )' ( , , , )n mB b b b +=  ,                        
where ( ) 1ib =  if  i lb y= , and ( ) 0ib =  if  i kb x= .  









= ∑ , (3.1) 
where 
2                             for  even, 1 ( ) / 2
2 1                       for  odd, 1 ( ) / 2 
2( ) 2       for  even, ( ) / 2 ( )
2( ) 1        for  odd, ( ) / 2 ( )
i
i i i m n
i i i m n
a
m n i i m n i m n
m n i i m n i m n
< ≤ +
 − ≤ ≤ +=  + − + + < ≤ +
+ − + + < ≤ +
 .    
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When Y’s population distribution is stochastically more dispersed than X’s, ST 
will tend to be small; when Y’s population is stochastically less dispersed than X’s, ST 
will tend to be large. The null distribution (when X and Y come from the same 
distribution) of ST is the same to Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic W (see Gibbons and 
Chakraborti (2003)), which has been introduced in the previous Chapter 2. The mean 
and variance of ST under null hypothesis are: 
( 1)( )
2
m m nE ST + += , and ( 1)( )
12
mn m nVar ST + += .         
It should be noted, Siegel-Tukey test is sensitive to difference in variance, and 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test is sensitive to difference in mean. Therefore, simultaneously 
using control charts based on these two nonparametric tests will detect both mean and 
variance shifts, and it is possible to identify which type of shift occurs. Another 
advantage of simultaneously using these two tests is that their distributions are the 
same, so that it is convenient to plot them together and they can share the same design 
method. Siegel-Tukey test is equivalent to some other popular nonparametric 
procedures such as Freund-Ansari test, Ansari-Bradley test, and David-Barton test. 
Related discussions can be found in Gibbons and Chakraborti (2003) (p. 325-331). 
For control chart implementation, we will compare ongoing samples of m 
independent observations to the reference sample of n independent observations. We 
will focus on Phase II application, and leave the Phase I analysis of monitoring 
process variance to future work. CUSUM and EWMA approaches are effective for 
detecting small to moderate shift, and we will apply CUSUM and EWMA on the 
Siegel-Tukey statistic. The procedure is as follows,  
1. Collect a reference sample 1 2( , , , )nX x x x=  from the in-control process. 
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2. Construct subgroup samples using every m sequential observations. Denote 
the ith sample to iY , then 
( 1) 1 ( 1) 2( , , , )i i m i m imY y y y− + − +=  ,                                                                     
where 1 2, ,y y  is the sequence of future observations. 
3. Compute the Siegel-Tukey statistic for every iY  compared to X , and record 
the statistic iST . 
4a. Using CUSUM on iST , we have 
1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C ST k+ +−
+ + = + − − 
 
                
1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C k ST− −−
+ + = + − − 
 
                
where k is the reference parameter of CUSUM scheme. 
4b. Or using EWMA on iST , we have 
1(1 )i i iT ST Tλ λ −= ⋅ + − ,                                                                                                                                                     
where 0 1λ< <  is the smoothing parameter of EWMA scheme. 
5a. The control limit for the CUSUM chart is set to be Ch . If either iC
+ or iC
−  
goes beyond or falls on Ch , an out-of-control signal will be given.  
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5b. The steady state control limits of the EWMA chart are set to be 
( ) EE ST h± , when iT  falls outside the control limits, an out-of-control 
signal will be given. 
Since the approaches are based on the Siegel-Tukey statistic ST, they will be 
referred to ST-CUSUM chart and ST-EWMA chart hereafter. It should be noted, 
when the process variance increases, the ST statistic will tend to be small and vice 
versa. Therefore, when ST-CUSUM chart’s iC
+ gives out-of-control signal, or the Ti 
falls above the UCL of ST-EWMA chart, the process variance may have decreased. 
When ST-CUSUM chart’s iC
− gives out-of-control signal, or the Ti falls below the 
LCL of ST-EWMA chart, the process variance may have increased. 
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3.3 Design of ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA control charts 
 
Since the null distribution of ST is exactly the same as the Wilcoxon rank-sum 
statistic W, we can use the design method for the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts 
that has been developed in the previous Chapter 2. In this section we will briefly 
describe the design method for the ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts.  
Still, when a reference sample is used to calculate STi, all the subsequent STi  
will be correlated, and such correlation will affect the control charts design. Recall the 
conditional probability method used in the previous chapter, for upper-sided ST-
CUSUM, 1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C ST k+ +−
+ + = + − − 
 
,  
Pr( 1| , )RL u X=  
1Pr( | , )CC h u X
+= ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nu ST k h u X+ += + − − ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nST k h u u X+ += ≥ + + −  
( 1)Pr( | , )
2 C
m m nST k h u u X+ += ≥ + + − ,                 
where 0 Chu≤ < , and u represents the initial value 0C u
+ = . For 1t >  we have: 
Pr( 1| , )RL u X=  
1 1Pr( , 0 | , ) Pr( ,0 | , )CRL t C u X RL t C h u X
+ += = = + = < <  
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1 1Pr( | ( 0), , ) Pr( 0 | , )RL t C u X C u X
+ += = = ⋅ =  
1 1Pr( | (0 ), , ) Pr(0 | , )C CRL t C h u X C h u X
+ ++ = < < ⋅ < < . 
1
( 1)Pr( 1 | ( 0), ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X ST k u u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≤ + −
 
1 0 1 0[Pr( | ( ), ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t C v C u X C v C u X+ + + +
∈
+ = = = ⋅ = =∑  
( 1)Pr( 1 | ( 0), ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X ST k u u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≤ + −                      
( 1)[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]
2v V
m m nRL t v X ST v k u u X
∈
+ +
+ = − ⋅ = + + −∑ ,  
where the set V contains all the values that iC
+ can take strictly between 0 and hC, 
excluding 0 and hC.  The conditional run-length distribution can then be calculated 
recursively.  
For lower-sided ST-CUSUM, 1
( 1)max 0, ( )
2i i i
m m nC C k ST− −−
+ + = + − − 
 
,  
Pr( 1| , )RL u X= Pr( | ,( )1)
2 C
m mT unS k u h X+ + += ≥ − − .    
For 1t > ,  
Pr( | , )RL t u X=  
( 1)Pr( 1 | 0, ) Pr( | , )
2
m m nRL t u X ST u k u X+ += = − = ⋅ ≥ + −  
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( 1)Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , ).
2v V
m m nRL t v X ST u k v u X
∈
+ +
+ = − ⋅ = + − −∑  
For two-sided ST-EWMA chart, 1(1 )i i iT ST Tλ λ −= ⋅ + − ,  
Pr( 1 | , )RL u X=  
1 1
( 1) ( 1)Pr(( ) ( ) | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nT h T h u X+ + + += − ≤ − ∪ − ≥  
1
( 1)Pr( (1 ) | , )
2 E
m m nST u h u Xλ λ + += + − − ≤ −  
1
( 1)Pr( (1 ) | , )
2 E
m m nST u h u Xλ λ + ++ + − − ≥  
1
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uST u Xλ
λ
+ + − − −
= ≤  
1
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uST u Xλ
λ
+ + + − −
+ ≥  
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , )
2
Em m n h uST u Xλ
λ
+ + − − −
= ≤  
( 1) 2 2(1 )Pr( | , ),
2
Em m n h uST u Xλ
λ
+ + + − −
+ ≥  
where u represents that the chart starts from u ( 0T u= ), and 
( 1) ( 1)
2 2E E
m m n m m nh u h+ + + +− < < + .  
For 1t > ,  
Pr( | , )RL t u X=  




( 1) ( 1)Pr( , | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nRL t h T h u X+ + + += = − < < +  
1
( 1) ( 1)Pr( | ( ), , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nRL t h T h u X+ + + += = − < < +  
1
( 1) ( 1)Pr( | , )
2 2E E
m m n m m nh T h u X+ + + +⋅ − < < +
 
1 0 1 0[Pr( | ( ), ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t T v T u X T v T u X
∈
= = = = ⋅ = =∑  
0 1 0[Pr( 1 | ( ), ) Pr( | ( ), )]
v V
RL t T v X T v T u X
∈
= = − = ⋅ = =∑  
(1 )[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]
v V
v uRL t v X ST u Xλ
λ∈
− −
= = − ⋅ =∑ ,    
where the set V contains all possible values that T1 can take between the LCL and 
UCL of ST-EWMA chart.  
The design procedure of the ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA control charts can 
be summarized as follows:  
1. Determine the reference sample size (n) and subgroup size (m).  
2. Start from a preset control limit(s).  
3. For the preset control limit(s) chosen in Step 2, compute the in-control 
ARL.  The conditional run-length distribution for any specific reference 
sample can be obtained as mentioned before, repeat this for M randomly 
generated reference samples, and then the unconditional run-length 
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distribution can be calculated. After obtaining the run-length distribution, 
the in-control ARL can be obtained.  
4. If the computed in-control ARL is larger (smaller) than the desired value, 
then tune the control limit(s) narrower (wider) and repeat Step 3, until the 
desired in-control ARL is achieved.   
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3.4 Comparison to parametric control charts 
 
A simulation study was done to evaluate the performance of the proposed ST-
CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts. As in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, no 
nonparametric or distribution-free control chart has been developed for monitoring 
process variance, we only compare our proposed nonparametric variance monitoring 
control charts to existing parametric variance monitoring control charts.  
Parametric control charts for monitoring process variance are often based on 
the subgroup sample variance S2 (or sample standard deviation S). Since the subgroup 
sample variance does not follow Normal but Gamma distribution, the natural log 
transformation is often adopted, in order to obtain normal-like distribution. Crowder 
and Hamilton (1992) proposed a EWMA chart for monitoring process variance based 
on the natural log of the subgroup sample variance, ln(S2). Castagliola (2005) further 
extended this ln(S2)-EWMA control chart. Castagliola et al. (2009) studied a CUSUM 
scheme based on ln(S2). Here we compared the proposed nonparametric control charts 
to the parametric control charts based on CUSUM and EWMA schemes of ln(S2).  
Three typical distributions, Normal (0, 1), Gamma (3, 1), and Student’s t(5), 
were considered in the simulation study. The reference sample size was 100, and the 
subgroup size was 5. We set the control limits of all the charts to achieve 500 in-
control ARL when the process is normally distributed. To conduct a fair comparison, 
we assumed that the process distribution parameters were not known, and they had to 
be estimated from the reference sample. The effect of using estimated parameters for 
ln(S2)-CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA charts has not been addressed in the literature, 
hence we used the control limits obtained through simulation. The control limits for 
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ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts were the same to the previously used W-CUSUM 
and W-EWMA charts, respectively. The simulation results are based on 20,000 
replications, and are shown in Tables 3.1-3.3 and Figures 3.1-3.6. The shift magnitude 
δ is measured by the subgroup standard deviation. If aσ is defined as the shifted 
process’s standard deviation and σ is defined as the in-control process’s standard 
deviation, then / (1 )aσ σ δ= + . The ARL values are in terms of the number of 
subgroups.  
Several observations and conclusions can be made from the simulation results.  
Firstly, our proposed nonparametric charts performs consistently in terms of in-
control ARL under different distributions, while the parametric control charts’ 
performance highly depends on the distribution type. When the process follows non-
normal distributions, both the ln(S2)-CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA charts have too short 
in-control ARLs to be used with confidence. Secondly, when the process follows 
normal distribution, our proposed nonparametric charts perform close to the 
parametric charts for moderate and large sustained variance shifts. Thirdly, the 
proposed nonparametric charts perform well under all the distribution scenarios. 
It should be cautioned, even when the process follows normal distribution, 
neither S2 nor ln(S2) follows normal distribution, and design control charts based on 
these statistics is not so straightforward. Moreover, to address the effect of using 
estimated parameters is also challenging for these parametric charts. Therefore, using 
the proposed nonparametric variance control charts could be convenient option, 
especially when the process distribution and/or parameters are not well known. 
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Table 3.1 Performance comparison of ST-CUSUM, ST-EWMA with ln(S2)-
CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA charts, under Normal(0,1) distribution 
Shift (δ)   ST-CUSUM ln(S2)-CUSUM  ST-EWMA ln(S2)-EWMA 
0.00  ARL 498.31  503.69  500.75  499.02  
SDRL 737.35  505.93  833.92  492.31  
0.25  ARL 243.16  90.66  252.04  70.92  
SDRL 425.30  86.57  467.77  63.76  
0.50  ARL 70.38  25.77  73.36  23.55  
SDRL 136.88  21.72  168.44  17.04  
1.00  ARL 14.23  8.55  15.66  9.59  
SDRL 15.08  5.47  14.49  5.13  
1.50  ARL 7.85  5.15  9.20  6.29  
SDRL 5.10  2.59  5.85  2.92  
2.00  ARL 5.83  3.88  7.03  4.92  
SDRL 3.30  1.76  3.98  2.14  
2.50  ARL 4.81  3.19  5.88  4.14  
SDRL 2.39  1.32  3.00  1.73  
3.00  ARL 4.18  2.78  5.10  3.64  




Table 3.2 Performance comparison of ST-CUSUM, ST-EWMA with ln(S2)-
CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA charts, under Gamma(3,1) distribution 
Shift (δ)   ST-CUSUM ln(S2)-CUSUM  ST-EWMA ln(S2)-EWMA 
0.00  ARL 501.29  132.81  502.15  152.06  
SDRL 812.86  137.78  806.28  153.95  
0.25  ARL 271.36  38.38  267.29  44.57  
SDRL 482.60  36.71  476.28  37.55  
0.50  ARL 61.49  12.59  63.90  15.55  
SDRL 127.65  10.29  148.00  9.67  
1.00  ARL 8.38  5.04  9.73  7.22  
SDRL 6.72  2.96  7.13  3.37  
1.50  ARL 4.69  3.39  5.76  5.11  
SDRL 2.33  1.65  2.96  2.11  
2.00  ARL 3.56  2.69  4.43  4.12  
SDRL 1.45  1.15  2.00  1.62  
2.50  ARL 3.03  2.31  3.78  3.56  
SDRL 1.10  0.90  1.59  1.31  
3.00  ARL 2.71  2.07  3.37  3.20  
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Table 3.3 Performance comparison of ST-CUSUM, ST-EWMA with ln(S2)-
CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA charts, under t(5) distribution 
Shift (δ)   ST-CUSUM ln(S2)-CUSUM  ST-EWMA ln(S2)-EWMA 
0.00  ARL 499.55  101.23  503.12  114.36  
SDRL 765.51  110.42  807.80  117.72  
0.25  ARL 212.07  60.38  216.87  83.22  
SDRL 390.75  63.11  423.55  79.30  
0.50  ARL 52.48  22.25  53.10  27.64  
SDRL 113.76  20.60  124.22  20.44  
1.00  ARL 11.53  7.57  13.06  10.66  
SDRL 10.26  5.39  11.43  5.65  
1.50  ARL 6.84  4.63  8.18  6.99  
SDRL 4.22  2.69  5.07  3.13  
2.00  ARL 5.18  3.47  6.28  5.44  
SDRL 2.67  1.76  3.32  2.23  
2.50  ARL 4.39  2.89  5.41  4.60  
SDRL 2.03  1.32  2.68  1.78  
3.00  ARL 3.87  2.51  4.79  4.04  
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Figure 3.1 ARL performance comparison of ST-CUSUM and ln(S2)-CUSUM 
charts, under N(0,1) distribution 
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Figure 3.2 ARL performance comparison of ST-CUSUM and ln(S2)-CUSUM 
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Figure 3.3 ARL performance comparison of ST-CUSUM and ln(S2)-CUSUM 
charts, under t(5) distribution 
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Figure 3.4 ARL performance comparison of ST-EWMA and ln(S2)-EWMA 
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Figure 3.5 ARL performance comparison of ST-EWMA and ln(S2)-EWMA 
charts, under G(3,1) distribution 
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Figure 3.6 ARL performance comparison of ST-EWMA and ln(S2)-EWMA 
charts, under t(5) distribution 
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3.5 Integration with W-charts 
 
The Siegel-Tukey test assumes that the means or medians of the two test 
samples are the same. If such assumption is not satisfied, its performance will be 
affected. Similarly, the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test’s performance also relies on the 
assumption that the variances of the two test samples are the same. Therefore, the ST 
based control charts will be affected if process mean shifts, and the WRS based 
control charts will be affected if the process variance shifts. As has been mentioned 
before, simultaneously using control charts based on these two nonparametric tests 
will detect both mean and variance shifts, and it is possible to identify which type of 
shift occurs. 
 In this section, we investigated the performance of the proposed ST-charts 
and W-charts under three scenarios: 1) only process mean shifts, 2) only process 
variance shifts, and 3) both mean and variance shift. All the control charts settings 
were the same to the comparison studies in Chapter 2 and this chapter, i.e., reference 
sample size was 100, subgroup size was 5, and in-control ARL was 500. The under-
monitoring process was assumed to follow standard normal distribution. The 
simulation results are presented in Tables 3.4-3.6 and Figures 3.7-3.12, where the 
shift magnitude is measured by the subgroup standard deviation, and the ARL values 
are in terms of the number of subgroups.   
It can be observed from the results, when only the process mean shifts, the ST-
charts have more false alarms, and the false alarm rate increases with the shift 
magnitude. Under all shift magnitude situations, the W-charts’ ARLs are smaller than 
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the ST-charts’ ARLs. Generally, the W-charts will give out-of-control signal sooner 
than the ST-charts.  See Table 3.4 and Figures 3.7 and 3.8. 
When only the process variance shifts, the W-charts have more false alarms, 
and the false alarm rate increases with the shift magnitude. Compared to the mean 
shifts scenario, the W-charts show more robustness than the ST-charts. In general, the 
ST-charts will detect the variance shift sooner than the W-charts, especially for 
medium to large (δ=1~3) variance shifts. See Table 3.5 and Figures 3.9 and 3.10. 
When both the mean and variance shift, the W-charts and ST-charts will all 
detect the shifts. Compared to the only mean shifts scenario, the W-charts are slightly 
less sensitive; while compared to the only variance shifts scenario, the ST-charts are 
slightly more sensitive. We also conducted simulation study to consider the scenario 
that the process mean decreases and meanwhile the variance increases, and the results 
are the same to the scenario that both mean and variance increase. Nevertheless, other 
scenarios, such as mean and variance shift in different magnitude, could have some 
impact to the results, and this will be investigated in future research.  
As a summary, when the proposed W-charts and ST-charts are used 
simultaneously (using either W-CUSUM and ST-CUSUM, or W-EWMA and ST-
EWMA) for monitoring a process, they can indicate whether the mean or the variance 
has shifted. If the W-charts give an out-of-control signal first, most probably the 
process mean has shifted. Likewise, if the ST-charts give an out-of-control signal first, 
the process variance may have shifted. However, more investigation should be done 
to find out whether both the mean and variance have shifted. This could be achieved 
by developing nonparametric diagnostic methods, and will be left to future research.   
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Table 3.4 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA charts with ST-
CUSUM, ST-EWMA charts, when process mean shifts 
Shift (δ)   W-CUSUM W-EWMA ST-CUSUM ST-EWMA 
0.25  ARL 333.45  321.52  497.15  494.19  SDRL 654.50  652.14  727.49  703.95  
0.50  ARL 107.19  103.15  443.32  437.97  
SDRL 280.82  277.75  636.97  628.81  
1.00  ARL 13.04  14.29  305.42  301.38  SDRL 14.18  14.94  500.61  485.12  
1.50  ARL 6.25  7.52  94.13  95.23  SDRL 3.57  4.35  222.21  209.94  
2.00  ARL 4.32  5.30  29.88  30.35  SDRL 1.88  2.57  42.11  46.76  
2.50  ARL 3.39  4.22  9.59  10.76  SDRL 1.22  1.81  9.28  9.35  
3.00  ARL 2.90  3.64  5.62  6.79  SDRL 0.94  1.49  3.58  4.19  
 
Table 3.5 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA charts with ST-
CUSUM, ST-EWMA charts, when process variance shifts 
Shift (δ)   W-CUSUM W-EWMA ST-CUSUM ST-EWMA 
0.25  ARL 320.88  338.19  243.16  252.04  
SDRL 429.29  465.46  425.30  467.77  
0.50  ARL 212.03  258.79  70.38  73.36  
SDRL 261.97  329.51  136.88  168.44  
1.00  ARL 131.18  167.63  14.23  15.66  SDRL 148.95  201.81  15.08  14.49  
1.50  ARL 103.10  132.85  7.85  9.20  SDRL 121.09  152.11  5.10  5.85  
2.00  ARL 81.32  112.91  5.83  7.03  SDRL 90.99  127.78  3.30  3.98  
2.50  ARL 67.30  104.33  4.81  5.88  SDRL 70.68  111.20  2.39  3.00  
3.00  ARL 61.73  89.87  4.18  5.10  
SDRL 66.82  95.76  1.92  2.48  
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Table 3.6 Performance comparison of W-CUSUM, W-EWMA charts with ST-
CUSUM, ST-EWMA charts, when both process mean and variance shift 
Shift (δ)   W-CUSUM W-EWMA ST-CUSUM ST-EWMA 
0.25  ARL 202.04 208.79 181.65 179.25 SDRL 301.63 321.24 248.94 246.18 
0.50  ARL 69.85 73.11 57.52 69.85 
SDRL 116.06 125.26 110.46 116.06 
1.00  ARL 16.62 18.03 11.63 13.23 SDRL 15.22 15.30 10.06 11.06 
1.50  ARL 9.24 10.65 6.46 7.67 SDRL 6.65 7.19 3.76 4.55 
2.00  ARL 7.06 8.35 4.83 5.87 SDRL 4.56 5.06 2.42 3.07 
2.50  ARL 5.78 6.99 3.98 5.08 SDRL 3.59 4.07 1.73 3.59 
3.00  ARL 5.17 6.20 3.58 4.45 SDRL 2.76 3.23 1.47 2.06 
 
 
Figure 3.7 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM and ST-CUSUM charts, 
when process mean shifts 
 




Figure 3.8 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA and ST-EWMA charts, 
when process mean shifts 
 
 
Figure 3.9 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM and ST-CUSUM charts, 
when process variance shifts 




Figure 3.10 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA and ST-EWMA charts, 




























Figure 3.11 ARL performance comparison of W-CUSUM and ST-CUSUM 
charts, when both process mean and variance shift 
 





























Figure 3.12 ARL performance comparison of W-EWMA and ST-EWMA charts, 
when both process mean and variance shift 
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3.6 Numerical examples 
 
Some numerical examples are presented in this section, to illustrate: 1) the 
implementation of the ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts, and 2) how to jointly 
using the W-CUSUM/ST-CUSUM and W-EWMA/ST-EWMA charts. The first 
example considers the scenario that only the process variance shifts. 100 random 
observations were generated from the t(5) distribution as the reference sample, and 
then 200 subgroups each with 5 observations were also generated from the t(5) 
distribution. A variance shift of 1 / mσ  was introduced to the process at the 
beginning of the 101st subgroup and maintained for the rest subgroups. The ST-
CUSUM/W-CUSUM, ST-EWMA/W-EWMA charts, the ln(S2)-CUSUM and ln(S2)-
EWMA charts were applied to the simulated process.  
The dot plot of the reference sample is given in Figure 3.13, the 1000 under 
monitoring observations is given in Figure 3.14. The performance of ST-CUSUM 
with W-CUSUM, ln(S2)-CUSUM, ST-EWMA with W-EWMA, and ln(S2)-EWMA 
charts  is shown in Figures 3.15-3.18 respectively. In Figure 3.15, the ST-CUSUM 
and W-CUSUM charts are plotted together, and the ST-CUSUM gives out-of-control 
signal at the 3rd subgroup after the variance shift occurs, indicating the process 
variance could have increased. The W-CUSUM gives signal at the 66th subgroup after 
the variance shift occurs. In Figure 3.16, the ST-EWMA and W-EWMA charts are 
plotter together, and the ST-EWMA gives out-of-control signal at the 6th subgroup 
after the variance shift occurs, while the W-EWMA chart does not trigger alarm. The 
parametric charts ( ln(S2)-CUSUM and ln(S2)-EWMA ), however, give many false 
alarms during the in-control phase due to the non-normality effect, see Figures 3.17 
and 3.18. This example shows that he parametric charts are not suitable for 
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monitoring process variance when the underlying process follows non-normal 
distribution, and using the ST-charts and W-charts together can identify the variance 
shift effectively.  
The second example considers the scenario that only the process mean shifts. 
The simulation settings were the same to the first example, except that the process 
was assumed to follow standard normal distribution, and the process mean, instead of 
the variance, increased by 1 / mσ  at the beginning of the 101st subgroup. In Figure 
3.19, the W-CUSUM and ST-CUSUM charts are plotted together, and the W-
CUSUM gives out-of-control signal at the 10th subgroup after the mean shift occurs, 
indicating the process mean have increased, while the ST-CUSUM gives signal at the 
70th subgroup after the variance shift occurs. In Figure 3.20, the W-EWMA and ST-
EWMA charts are plotter together, and the W-EWMA gives out-of-control signal at 
the 10th subgroup after the variance shift occurs, while the ST-EWMA chart gives 
signal at the 69th subgroup after the mean shift occurs. This example shows that using 
W-charts and ST-charts together can effectively detect and identify the process mean 
shift.  
The third example considers both the mean and variance shift scenario. The 
process was assumed to follow standard normal distribution, and both the process 
mean and variance increased by 1 / mσ  at the beginning of the 101st subgroup. In 
Figure 3.21, the W-CUSUM gives out-of-control signal at the 5th subgroup after the 
shift occurs. In Figure 3.22, and the ST-CUSUM gives signal at the 9th subgroup after 
the shift occurs. Similar results can be observed for the W-EWMA and ST-EWMA 
charts in Figure 3.23. This example shows that when both the process mean and 
variance shift, the W-charts and ST-charts can still detect it. However, since the under 
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monitoring process is often stopped once an out-of-control signal is given, it is hard to 
judge whether both the process mean and variance have shifted. As mentioned before, 



















Figure 3.14 The 1000 under monitoring observations, 1σ/ m sustained variance 
shift occurs after the 500th observation 
 




































Figure 3.16 W-EWMA and ST-EWMA charts’ performance when only process 
variance increases  
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Figure 3.18 ln(S2)-EWMA chart’s performance when the process variance 
increases 
 





























































105th subgroup for W+. 
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Figure 3.22 ST-CUSUM chart’s performance when both process mean and 
variance increase 
 



















Figure 3.23 W-EWMA and ST-EWMA charts’ performance when both process 
mean and variance increase 





As the sample variance is not normally distributed, the parametric control 
charts for monitoring process variance are not as convenient as the control charts for 
monitoring process mean, and the effect of using estimated parameters is not yet 
addressed in the literature. In this chapter we propose nonparametric control charts, 
ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts, for monitoring process variance. We find the 
proposed nonparametric control charts maintain their designed in-control ARL under 
all distribution scenarios. Meanwhile, the proposed charts can detect the variance shift 
effectively under all distributions, and their performance is close to parametric charts, 
even when the process is normally distributed. On the contrary, the compared 
parametric control charts cannot be used when the underlying process is not normally 
distributed, as their in-control ARLs are too short. We also propose that the ST-
CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts could be used together with the previously introduced 
W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts. Our simulation study shows, when used together, 
the W-charts and ST-charts can detect and identify whether the mean or variance has 
shifted. If both the mean and variance shift simultaneously, the W-charts and ST-
charts can still detect it, but follow-up analysis is needed.  
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CHAPTER 4 NONPARAMETRIC CHANGE-POINT CONTROL 




The purpose of Phase I analysis is to check whether historical data is in 
statistical control, and to estimate process parameters. For general introduction of 
Phase I analysis, see Montgomery (2005). Some methods have been developed for 
parametric Phase I analysis, for example, Rose et al. (1993), Rigdon et al. (1994), 
Sullivan and Woodall (1996), Koning and Does (2000), Mast and Roes (2004), 
Hawkins et al. (2003), Hawkins and Zamba (2005a), and Hawkins and Zamba 
(2005b). These methods rely on the assumption that the underlying process follows 
certain distribution, although not necessarily normal.  
As has been discussed in previous chapters, nonparametric control charts are 
competitive alternatives of parametric charts. Some Phase II nonparametric control 
charts have been developed, for example, Janacek and Meikle (1997), Arts et al. 
(2004), Hackl and Ledolter (1991), and our W-charts and ST-charts. Phase II 
nonparametric control charts often assume that a reference sample is available, and 
the performance of Phase II charts highly depends on the quality of the reference 
sample. Therefore, developing nonparametric method for Phase I analysis is desired. 
To the best of our knowledge, besides the method proposed by Jones-Farmer 
et al. (2009), no other distribution-free or nonparametric control chart has appeared in 
the literature. The method of Jones-Farmer et al. (2009) is based on the rank of 
subgroups. While we feel that a Phase I control chart for individual observations 
could be more flexible, as the subgroup information may not be available in some 
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cases, and the method for individual observations can also be used to analysis 
observations in subgroups.  
The objective of this chapter is to develop a nonparametric Phase I control 
chart. The proposed method will be based on sequential WRS test, and change-point 
detection style will be adopted. The method is sensitive to sustained mean shift within 
a collected historical sample. Other Phase I issues, such as detecting outlier and 
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4.2 A change-point type nonparametric Phase I control chart 
 
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test is a powerful nonparametric procedure for detecting 
difference in location parameter between two samples, and it does not need to specify 
the distribution of the test samples. As has been introduced in Chapter 2, the Phase II 
control charts based on the WRS statistic are distribution-free and effective for 
detecting process mean shift. Here we consider applying the WRS test to Phase I 
control chart.  
Recently Jones-Farmer et al. (2009) proposed a Shewhart type nonparametric 
Phase I control chart based on the average rank of subgroup. In their paper, the exact 
control limits are not obtained analytically but through simulation. Different to their 
method, our nonparametric Phase I control chart will be a change-point type chart, 
and it is not for subgroups but for individual observations. Meanwhile, the exact 
control limits of our chart can be obtained by analytical approach.  
In this chapter, we propose to use the WRS as the control chart statistic. 
Suppose we have collected a historical set of N independent observations 
{ }1 2, , , Nx x x , for every 1 t N≤ < , we could divide the set into two samples, S1: 
{ }1, , tx x  and S2: { }1, ,t Nx x+  . Compare the two samples S1 and S2 for each t, N-1 
WRS statistics can be obtained for the historical set. The procedure of calculating the 
WRS statistic for the tth pair of test samples is as follows: 
1. Divide the N independent observations { }1 2, , , Nx x x into two samples, the 
first t observations{ }1, , tx x  will be the sample 1 (S1) and the remaining 
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N-t observations { }1, ,t Nx x+  will be the sample 2 (S2). Sort all the N 
observations by ascending order and form a new set of observations: 
 1 2( , , , )NA A A A=  ,                           
 where iA  is the i
th smallest observation of the N observations and 1 i N≤ ≤ . 
2. Let (1) (2) ( )' ( , , , )NA A A A=  , where ( ) 0iA =  if iA  comes from S1, 
and ( ) 1iA =  if  iA  comes from S2.  








= ∑ .                               
If S2 is stochastically larger than S1, Wt will tend to be large; if S2 is 
stochastically smaller than S1, Wt will tend to be small. An important issue of using 
the sequential WRS test is that the WRS statistics of the historical set are correlated, 
as any pair of the two test samples shares some observations more or less. If the 
historical set has N observations, the covariance of the tth and the sth WRS statistics is 
given by Pettitt (1979): 
for t s≤ ,  
( 1)( )cov( , )
12t s
t N N sW W + −= . 
Recall that ( )( 1)var( )
12t
t N t NW − +=   and ( )( 1)var( )
12s
s N s NW − += , then we have: 
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cov( , )corr( , )











( )( 1) ( )( 1)
12 12
t N N s
t N t N s N s N
+ −
=











The correlation coefficients of various t and s, when N=10, is given in the 
Table 4.1 below. It can be seen, the correlation depends on: 
• The number of lags (s-t), the more lags between t and s, the less 
correlation. 
• The position of t and s in the historical set, if t and s are in the middle 
of the historical set, there will be more correlation.  




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
s 
2 0.667 1.000 
      3 0.509 0.764 1.000
     4 0.408 0.612 0.802 1.000
    5 0.333 0.500 0.655 0.816 1.000
   6 0.272 0.408 0.535 0.667 0.816 1.000
  7 0.218 0.327 0.429 0.535 0.655 0.802 1.000
 8 0.167 0.250 0.327 0.408 0.500 0.612 0.764 1.000 
9 0.111 0.167 0.218 0.272 0.333 0.408 0.509 0.667 
 
Some control charts have been proposed to deal with the autocorrelated 
process, for example, Lu and Reynolds (1999). If the autocorrelation structure is 
known, the process can often be fitted to an ARMA model (Autoregressive Moving 
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Average model or Box-Jenkins model, see Box et al. (2008)), and then the residuals 
can be monitored by using existing control charts. However, it is hard to apply such 
idea to monitor the sequential WRS statistics tW due to several reasons. Firstly, the 
autocorrelation structure of a series of tW is complicated, as the correlation coefficient 
depends on not only the lags between two statistics, but also the location of the 
statistics in the samples. Therefore, a standard ARMA model cannot be used. 
Secondly, the mean and variance change with t ( ( ) ( 1) / 2tE W t N= + , and 
( ) ( )( 1) /12tVar W t N t N= − +  ), which will also make the model more complicated. 
Thirdly, even if the autocorrelation structure of the series of tW  is modeled, the 
residuals may not be normally distributed, and obtaining exact control limits for the 
residuals is challenging. Furthermore, considering the fact that the Phase I analysis 
sample size is often not large and all the tW statistics are correlated, we feel it could be 
more practical to treat the N-1 tW statistics as an N-1 dimensional vector and analyze 
its properties.  
The procedure of constructing Phase I control chart based on the sequential 
WRS statistics is as follows, 
Step 1. Collect a historical data set (reference sample) 1 2( , , , )NX x x x=  from 
the process. 
Step 2. Compute the tth WRS statistic by comparing the first t observations and 
the remaining N-t observations of the historical data set, as has been 
introduced before, and denote it as tW . 
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Step 3. Collect all the N-1 WRS statistics that have been computed for the 
historical data set, and plot them onto a control chart. Alternatively, the 
standardized WRS statistics can also be used. The standardized WRS 






















Step 4. For the control chart based on the sequential WRS statistics, the 
control limits can be defined as 
( ) ( )t t tUCL E W L Var W= + ⋅  
( ) ( )t t tLCL E W L Var W= − ⋅  
where L can be adjusted to achieve specific FAR (false alarm rate). As 
a rule of thumb, the starting point of L can often be taken from the 
range (2, 3), which is commonly used for the Shewhart chart, and trial-
and-error approach can then be employed to finally determine the 
control limits. The control limits change with t, so that the practitioners 
may prefer using the standardized version, which has the unified 
control limits: 
UCL L=  
LCL L= − . 
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If any of the plotted statistics falls outside the control limits, the data 
set will be suspected as out-of-control, e.g., the process mean has 
shifted somewhere within the sample.  
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4.3 Derivation of joint distribution 
 
As has been mentioned before, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is equivalent to the 
Mann-Whitney test, and we found that using the Mann-Whitney’s expression will 
simplify the derivation of the joint distribution of the series of WRS statistics. The 







= ∑ , where jC  is the rank of jx  with 





















= +∑ , (4.1) 
where 'jC  is the rank of jx  with respect to the new second sample 2( , , )t Nx x+  . From 
tMW  to 1tMW + , the only difference is that the (t+1)
th observation 1tx + leaves the 








= −∑ ∑ ∑ , (4.2) 








∑  is the total number of observations in the sample 1( , , )tx x that 
larger than 1tx + .  
 




Figure 4.1 The samples used to calculate MWt and MWt+1  
 
The conditional probability that 1t tMW a l+ = + given t tMW a= is 
1Pr( | )t t t tMW a l MW a+ = + =  








C C C l+
= =






j j t j
j j j
C R C C l+
= = =










= − =∑ . (4.3) 
Define event A to “the rank of 1tx +  with respect to the sample 2( , , )t Nx x+  ”, 
and event B to “the total number of observations in the sample 1( , , )tx x that larger 
than 1tx + ”, obviously ' 1
1




C R l A B l+
=
− = = − =∑ . The state space of A is 
(0,1, , 1)N t− − , and the state space of B is (0,1, , )t . When no prior information 
is known about the observations’ distribution, event A and B can be seen as random 
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variable with equal occurrence probability in their state space, then the probability of 
“A-B=l” can be obtained through the combination theory. 
When 1N t t− − ≥ , for 0 ( 1)l N t t≤ ≤ − − − , the full number of combinations 
is ( )( 1)N t t− + , and there are always ( 1)t +  combinations that satisfy “A-B=l”, then 
we have 
( 1) 1Pr( )
( )( 1) ( )
tA B l
N t t N t
+
− = = =
− + −
; (4.4) 
for ( 1) ( 1)N t t l N t− − − < ≤ − − , the number of combinations of “A-B=l” always 
equals to the number of event A’s states subtracts l, then we have 
( )Pr( )
( )( 1)






for 0t l− ≤ < , the number of combinations of “A-B=l” always equals to the sum of  l 
and the number of event B’s states, then we have 
( 1 )Pr( )
( )( 1)






and l can only be the value in above three situations. Now we obtain the pmf of “A-
B=l” when 1N t t− − ≥ : 
 
1 ,                 for 0 ( 1) ;
( )
( ) ,        for ( 1) ( 1);
( )( 1)Pr( )
( 1 ) ,        for 0;
( )( 1)
0,                            others.
l N t t
N t
N t l N t t l N t
N t tA B l
t l t l
N t t
 ≤ ≤ − − − −







Similarly, we can also obtain the pmf of “A-B=l” when 1N t t− − < ,  




1 ,                    for 0 ( 1);
( 1)
( 1 ) ,         for ( 1) ;
( )( 1)Pr( )
( ) ,         for ( 1) 0;
( )( 1)
0,                             others.
l t N t
t
t l t N t l t
N t tA B l
N t l N t l
N t t
 ≤ ≤ − − − +

− − − − − < ≤ − +− = = 
 − +




Till now, we have obtained the pmf of 1Pr( | )t t t tMW a l MW a+ = + = , and we 
denote it to 1 1( )t tf l+ + . Based on Bayes’ theorem we have the following equations: 
1 1 2 1 2Pr( , )MW a MW a l= = +  
1 1 2 1 2 1 1Pr( ) Pr( | )MW a MW a l MW a= = ⋅ = + =  
1 1 2 2Pr( ) ( )MW a f l= = ⋅ ; (4.9) 
and  
1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3Pr( , , )MW a MW a l MW a l l= = + = + +  
1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2Pr( , ) Pr( | )MW a MW a l MW a l l MW a l= = = + ⋅ = + + = +  
1 1 2 2 3 3Pr( ) ( ) ( )MW a f l f l= = ⋅ ⋅ ; (4.10) 
furthermore, 
1
1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
2 2
Pr( , , , , , )
t N
t k N k
k k




= = + = + = +∑ ∑   
1 1 2 2 1 1Pr( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t N NMW a f l f l f l− −= = ⋅   . (4.11) 
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By using Equation (4.11), the joint distribution of the 1 ( 1)N× −  random 
vector of the N-1 MW statistics, for any value of l, can be obtained. Since MW is 
equivalent to W through the relationship ( 1) / 2W MW m m= + + , the joint 
distribution of the N-1 WRS statistics can also be obtained. 
The control limits of Phase I control charts are often determined so as to 
achieve desired false alarm rate. Recall that the control limits of our proposed Phase I 
nonparametric control chart has been defined as 
( ) ( )t t tUCL E W L Var W= + ⋅  
( ) ( )t t tLCL E W L Var W= − ⋅ , 
or alternatively, the standardized version control limits are 
UCL L=  
,LCL L= −  
where L can be adjusted to achieve specific FAR. As we have obtained the joint 
distribution for a series of tW , we can then calculate the probability that all the 
statistics are within the control limits, and tune the control limits until the probability  
equals to (1-FAR). It should be noted, the control limits for the sequential WRS 
statistics are not straight lines but curves, and this may not be convenient for some 
users. Therefore we suggest using the standardized version, which will be referred as 
SW-chart hereafter. The procedure to design SW-chart can be summarized as: 
1. Preset UCL=L, and LCL= - L; 
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2. Compute the joint probability  
  1 2 1Pr( , , , , , )t NL SDW L L SDW L L SDW L L SDW L−− < < − < < − < < − < <  ; 
3. Adjust L, until 
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4.4 Performance comparison 
 
We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
Phase I chart. In the literature, we only found that Jones-Farmer et al. (2009) has 
discussed the nonparametric Phase I analysis method. However, the method of Jones-
Farmer et al. (2009) is not for individual observations but for subgroups, therefore, a 
direct comparison to their method is not possible. In Jones-Farmer et al. (2009), the 
authors have shown that their method perform close to the Shewhart X chart under 
normal distribution scenario. Theoretically, their method is almost equivalent to the 
Shewhart-type control chart based on Mann-Whitney test, as proposed by Chakraboti 
et al. (2008). The only difference is that, in the method of Jones-Farmer et al. (2009), 
the reference sample will change a little, specifically, one subgroup, when compared 
to every other subgroup. The performance of the MW chart of Chakraboti et al. (2008) 
has been discussed in Chapter 3, and it can be expected that the sensitivity of the 
method of Jones-Farmer et al. (2009) is in the same level of the MW chart of 
Chakraboti et al. (2008). Nevertheless, more discussion and review of the Jones-
Farmer et al. (2009) will be given in our future research. Here we will compare our 
nonparametric Phase I chart to some parametric methods only.  
We first chose the Shewhart chart as the benchmark. For Phase II application, 
the control limits of Shewhart chart can be determined by the normal distribution 
probability, for instance, if the control limits are chosen to be 3 times of the standard 
deviation (3σ), the FAR will be 0.027. However, this does not apply when it comes to 
the Phase I analysis. For Phase I analysis, the FAR also depends on the sample size, 
because FAR=1-Pr(“all the sample data are within the control limits”). Therefore, the 
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Shewhart chart control limits need to be adjusted according to different sample size. 
The procedure is as follows: 
1. Decide the target FAR, then denote Pr(“all the sample data are within the 
control limits”)= Pr(E). Since all the observations in the sample are 
independent, we have 
1





E L x L L
=
= − < < = Φ∏  
where ( )LΦ  is the standard normal distribution CDF (cumulative 
distribution function). 
2. L can be obtained through the relationship 
1 1
( ) Pr( ) (1 FAR)N NL EΦ = = − . 
For instance, when N=50, to achieve FAR=0.05, L will be 3.284.   
We also compared our chart to the control chart based on the likelihood ratio 
test (lrt), as described in Sullivan and Woodall (1996). We briefly describe the lrt 
chart here. Suppose there are N observations in the target data set, t observations in 
the first sub-set, and N-t observations in the remaining sub-set, for any 1<t<N, the 
log-likelihood function is  
2 2 / 2 ( )/
1 2ˆˆˆ[ , ( )] log[ ( ) ( ) ]
t N N t Nlrt t N t N σ σ σ− − −− = , 
where σˆ is the sample standard deviation of the whole set, 1σˆ  and 2σˆ is the sample 
standard deviation of the first and second data set, respectively. Through the 
sequential comparison between two sub-sets, the lrt chart is able to detect both mean 
and variance shift within the data set.  
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The location of the change-point will affect the performance of the proposed 
SW-chart. This can be observed from the results of a simulation study, as shown in 
Table 4.2, in which the probability of detecting shift under different shift location Ts 
(the change-point is at the Tsth observation) is given. Obviously, when the location Ts 
is closer to the middle of the sample (for N=50, Ts=25 is the middle), the SW-chart 
performs better. Since the lrt chart also compares two sub-sets sequentially, the 
location of shift will also affect its performance. The performance of Shewhart chart 
will also be slightly affected, in terms of detecting sustained mean shift. To be fair, in 
our simulation study we set the shift location Ts to be randomly distributed among the 
historical sample, rather than fixed at certain point.  
We compared the performance of the SW-chart to the Shewhart chart and lrt 
chart under three typical distributions, namely, Normal (0,1) distribution, Gamma 
(3,1) distribution, and Student’s t(5) distribution. For Shewhart chart and lrt chart, we 
give their performance under two settings of different control limits when the process 
distribution is not normal. For one setting, the control limits are the same to the 
normal distribution scenario. For the other setting, Shewhart (adjust) and lrt (adjust), 
the control limits are adjusted, so that the FAR under the specific distribution is also 
0.05. The simulation results are presented in Tables 4.3-4.5, and Figures 4.2-4.6.  
Several conclusions can be drawn from these results: 
1. Even under normal distribution, the SW-chart performs better than the 
Shewhart chart for small to moderate shifts. This is because the SW-chart 
utilizes all the observations in the sample, while the Shewhart chart use 
the information of only one observation, for each testing point. Shewhart 
chart is more sensitive to large shift than the SW-chart.  
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2. Under normal distribution, the SW-chart also performs better than the lrt 
chart for small to moderate shifts. This is due to the reason that lrt chart is 
designed to detect both mean and variance shift, and it does not assume 
the variance maintains unchanged. While the SW-chart is based on the 
assumption that the variance maintains the same within the whole data set, 
and it is only sensitive to the mean shift.  
3. Under non-normal distributions, if still using the control limits obtained 
based on normality assumption, the FAR values of both the Shewhart 
chart and lrt chart will be too high, i.e., there will be too many false alarms. 
While the FAR of the SW-chart remains the same under all distribution 
scenarios. 
4. Under non-normal distributions, when the Shewhart chart and lrt chart use 
the adjusted control limits to achieve FAR=0.05, they will be ineffective. 
While the sensitivity of the SW-chart is hardly affected by the non-
normality.  
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Table 4.2 The probability of detecting shift under different change-point 
location, underlying process follows t(5) distribution, N=50 
Shift (δ) Ts =5 Ts =10 Ts =15 Ts =20 Ts =25 Ts =30 Ts =35 Ts =40 Ts =45 
0.50 0.105 0.205 0.273 0.316 0.333 0.316 0.273 0.205 0.105 
1.00 0.332 0.661 0.814 0.866 0.883 0.866 0.814 0.661 0.332 
2.00 0.876 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.995 0.876 
3.00 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
 
Table 4.3 The probability of detecting shift of SW-chart, Shewhart chart, and lrt 
chart under Normal (0,1) distribution, N=50 
Shift (δ) 
Normal(0,1) 
SW Shewhart lrt 
0.00 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 
0.25 0.0758 0.0588 0.0642 
0.50 0.1773 0.0901 0.1221 
0.75 0.3525 0.1546 0.2453 
1.00 0.5433 0.2481 0.4227 
1.50 0.7783 0.5730 0.7290 
2.00 0.8562 0.8176 0.8410 
2.50 0.8826 0.9212 0.8858 
3.00 0.8988 0.9605 0.9115 
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Table 4.4 The probability of detecting shift of S-W, Shewhart chart, and lrt chart 
under Gamma (3,1) distribution, N=50 
Shift (δ) 
Gamma(3,1) 
SW Shewhart Shewhart (adjust) lrt lrt (adjust) 
0.00  0.0500 0.3344 0.0500 0.1631 0.0500 
0.25  0.0899 0.3856 0.0606 0.1793 0.0572 
0.50  0.2182 0.4489 0.0786 0.2405 0.0832 
0.75  0.4213 0.5223 0.0969 0.3497 0.1412 
1.00  0.6132 0.6059 0.1237 0.5069 0.2570 
1.50  0.8060 0.7644 0.2086 0.7691 0.5850 
2.00  0.8602 0.8762 0.3476 0.8617 0.7726 
2.50  0.8850 0.9356 0.5231 0.9001 0.8439 
3.00  0.8970 0.9643 0.7167 0.9227 0.8821 
 
 
Table 4.5 The probability of detecting shift of SW-chart, Shewhart chart, and lrt 
chart under Student’s t(5) distribution, N=50 
Shift (δ) 
t(5) 
SW Shewhart Shewhart (adjust) lrt lrt (adjust) 
0.00  0.0500 0.3376 0.0500 0.1440 0.0500 
0.25  0.0866 0.3510 0.0516 0.1610 0.0576 
0.50  0.2189 0.3665 0.0527 0.2310 0.0834 
0.75  0.4267 0.4118 0.0578 0.3629 0.1588 
1.00  0.6165 0.4726 0.0627 0.5340 0.3098 
1.50  0.8117 0.6485 0.0824 0.7762 0.6302 
2.00  0.8620 0.8306 0.1222 0.8672 0.7921 
2.50  0.8852 0.9302 0.1958 0.9029 0.8562 
3.00  0.8935 0.9696 0.3280 0.9226 0.8901 








Figure 4.3 Comparison of SW-chart, Shewhart (adjust) chart, and lrt (adjust) 
chart under G(3,1) distribution 








Figure 4.5 Comparison of SW-chart, Shewhart (adjust) chart, and lrt (adjust) 
chart under t(5) distribution 




Figure 4.6 Comparison of SW-chart, Shewhart chart, and lrt chart under t(5) 
distribution 
 
Effect of sample size 
We conducted another simulation study to investigate the effect of the sample 
size to the performance of the proposed SW-chart. The sample size values were taken 
to be 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500. The shift magnitudes were 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3. 
All the samples were taken from t(5) distribution randomly, and the simulation 
iterations were 50,000 times. The control limits under all the sample size were set to 
achieve FAR=0.05, and the location of the change-point followed uniform distribution. 
The results are presented in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.7. Clearly, with more observations 
in the sample, better performance of the SW-chart can be expected. With sample size 
as small as 50, the SW-chart still shows reasonable sensitivity.  
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Table 4.6 The probability of detecting shift of SW-chart under different sample 
size, with FAR=0.05, t(5) distribution 
Shift (δ) N=20 N=50 N=100 N=200 N=500 
0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
0.25 0.0628 0.0866 0.1237 0.2191 0.4731 
0.5 0.1054 0.2189 0.3939 0.6541 0.8749 
1 0.2791 0.6165 0.8239 0.918 0.9617 
1.5 0.5021 0.8117 0.9004 0.9539 0.9767 
2 0.6403 0.862 0.9282 0.9654 0.9848 




























Figure 4.7 Comparison of the SW-chart performance under different sample size 
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4.5 A numerical example 
 
To better illustrate the proposed Phase I chart, we present a numerical example 
here. We randomly generated 50 independent observations from the t(5) distribution, 
and 1σ sustained mean shift was introduced at the beginning of the 26th observation. 
The observations are plotted in Figure 4.8, with two sets of Shewhart control limits, 
one is assumed normal, and the other is adjusted for t(5) distribution, both control 
limits settings do not detect the shift.  
In Figure 4.9 we plot the Wt statistics directly, showing the performance of the 
proposed Phase I chart when applied to the generated observations. In Figure 4.10 we 
present the SW-chart using the SDWt statistics. Apparently, using the standardized 
version will be easier for practical application, sine the control limits are straight lines 
and the out-of-control signals are shown clearer. The SW-chart also indicates that the 
change-point is the 26th observation, as the 25th SDWt statistic has the largest value. 
We will further discuss the application of the SW-chart in following sections. 
 
 












1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49
UCL (adjust for t5)=6.82
LCL (adjust for t5)=-6.82
UCL (assume normal)=4.23
LCL (assume normal)=-4.23
Figure 4.8 The 50 observations of the simulated sample, 1σ step shift occurs from 
the 26th observation. With the Shewhart control limits (solid line for assume 
















Figure 4.9 Performance of the proposed nonparametric Phase I chart, using the 
Wt statistics directly 
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4.6 Diagnostic application 
 
The proposed nonparametric Phase I control chart can also be used for 
diagnostic purpose. After the out-of-control signal is given by a Phase II chart, for 
instance the W-CUSUM or W-EWMA chart, we often need to know when the shift 
occurs. It can be assumed that the shift occurs sometime before the out-of-control 
signal, and maintains unchanged until the out-of-control signal is given. Starting from 
the sample with out-of-control signal and including some observations before it, a 
testing sample can be constructed, and then the Phase I approach introduced above 
can be applied. The SDWt statistic with the extreme value (largest or smallest) will 
most probably be the change-point. The theory base is that, all the observations before 
the change-point have the same mean, and all the observations after the change-point 
have the shifted mean, so that comparing these two groups will most probably give 
the largest difference. The procedure of applying the SW-chart for diagnostic purpose 
is as follows, 
Step 1. Suppose a Phase II control chart has given an out-of-control signal at 
the tath subgroup, and the subgroup size is m.  
Step 2. Collect the (N/m-1) subgroups before the tath subgroup, and construct a 
data set by including the tath subgroup, which will make the total 
observations to be N. 
Step 3. Compute the SDWt statistics for the data set collected in Step 2.   
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Step 4. For upper shift case, the SDWt statistic with the largest value could be 
the change-point, and for lower shift case, the smallest SDWt statistic 
could be the change-point.  
An important issue of using the SW-chart for diagnostic purpose is to 
determine how many subgroups should be included into the data set for analysis. As 
has been introduced in previous sections, the change-point location and the sample 
size both can affect the performance of the SW-chart. If the change-point is in the 
middle of the data set, the SW-chart is more sensitive, and if the change-point is close 
to the start or end of the data set, the SW-chart is less sensitive. Meanwhile, larger 
sample size will make the SW-chart more sensitive.  
In order to investigate the effect of number of subgroups to be collected for the 
SW-chart diagnostic analysis, a simulation study was carried out. In the study, we 
assumed out-of-control signals were given by the previously introduced W-CUSUM 
or W-EWMA charts, with subgroup size m=5, and the process followed standard 
normal distribution. Three shift magnitudes, 1 / mσ , 2 / mσ , and 3 / mσ , were 
considered. The ARLs of the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts under such 
simulation settings will range between 2.9 and 13.04 subgroups (see Table 2.3 in 
Chapter 2), therefore three change-point locations, Ts = 2, 5, and 15 subgroups before 
the out-of-control signal, were considered. We also considered collecting three 
different sample sizes: 10, 50, and 100 subgroups, for the Phase I analysis. The 
simulation procedure follows below steps: 
1. /N m  subgroups (N observations) were randomly generated from 
standard normal distribution. 
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2.  The step mean shift (1 / mσ  or 2 / mσ  or 3 / mσ ) was added to 
the last Ts subgroups. 
3. The SDWt statistics were calculated for the N observations. 
4. The location of the maximum value among the N-1 SDWt statistics was 
recorded and compared to the change-point location. When the 
maximum SDWt fell in the change-point subgroup, the SW-chart was 
considered correctly indicating the change-point location (difference is 
0). When the maximum SDWt fell in the adjacent subgroup of the 
change-point subgroup, then the SW-chart was considered correctly 
indicating the change-point within 1 subgroup (difference is 1). 
Similarly, other differences between the indicated change-point and the 
true change-point were also recorded. 
5. For each scenario, the simulation iteration was 10,000 times, and the 
probability of correctly indicating the change-point within different 
number of subgroups was calculated based on the 10,000 simulation 
records.  
The simulation results are presented in the Tables 4.7-4.9, and several 
conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, when the shift size and the change-point location 
are fixed, including more subgroups for the Phase I analysis could make the SW-chart 
analysis less accurate. This is because the more subgroups are collected, the true 
change-point is further away from the center of the data set. Secondly, under the same 
shift size, the change-point location and total sample size do not affect the accuracy of 
the SW-chart much. In practical application, as the true change-point location is not 
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known, it is hard to decide how many subgroups should be collected. Since including 
more subgroups into the Phase I data set does not deteriorate the performance of the 
SW-chart much, we suggest that about 100 subgroups should be collected, if possible. 
Nevertheless, the above conclusions could be affected by different simulation settings. 
The performance of the SW-chart for diagnostic application under more scenarios still 
needs to be thoroughly investigated, and this may lead to future research topic. 
 
Table 4.7 Probability of correctly indicating the change-point by using the SW-
chart under various combinations of total sample size and change-point location, 






number of subgroups 
Total sample size N 
N=50(10 subgroups) N=250(50 subgroups) N=500(100 subgroups) 
Ts =2  
0 25.61% 21.27% 19.68% 
1 43.70% 36.32% 33.30% 
2 65.70% 50.70% 48.70% 
3 71.46% 53.98% 51.57% 
4 76.12% 56.40% 53.73% 
5 80.57% 58.20% 55.53% 
Ts =5  
0 23.30% 20.19% 19.60% 
1 39.37% 34.30% 33.60% 
2 57.17% 49.15% 48.90% 
3 71.42% 58.92% 58.85% 
4 85.06% 66.70% 66.10% 
5 100.00% 72.18% 71.00% 
Ts =15  
0 N.A 22.57% 22.21% 
1 N.A 38.00% 37.12% 
2 N.A 53.27% 51.94% 
3 N.A 63.07% 61.40% 
4 N.A 69.53% 68.16% 
5 N.A 74.17% 73.34% 
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Table 4.8 Probability of correctly indicating the change-point by using the SW-
chart under various combinations of total sample size and change-point location, 






number of subgroups 
Total sample size N 
N=50(10 subgroups) N=250(50 subgroups) N=500(100 subgroups) 
Ts =2  
0 45.82% 43.21% 41.58% 
1 70.58% 66.48% 64.27% 
2 83.77% 76.66% 75.60% 
3 87.82% 80.08% 78.67% 
4 90.59% 82.08% 80.67% 
5 93.07% 83.42% 82.10% 
Ts =5  
0 47.38% 46.96% 46.55% 
1 72.92% 72.44% 72.10% 
2 86.38% 86.20% 85.10% 
3 93.22% 91.32% 90.00% 
4 97.88% 93.62% 92.50% 
5 100.00% 94.96% 93.60% 
Ts =15  
0 N.A 48.95% 48.60% 
1 N.A 75.46% 75.17% 
2 N.A 89.76% 89.03% 
3 N.A 94.68% 94.40% 
4 N.A 96.96% 97.03% 
5 N.A 98.20% 98.33% 
 
Table 4.9 Probability of correctly indicating the change-point by using the SW-
chart under various combinations of total sample size and change-point location, 






number of subgroups 
Total sample size N 
N=50(10 subgroups) N=250(50 subgroups) N=500(100 subgroups) 
Ts =2  
0 62.77% 61.51% 59.83% 
1 87.59% 85.48% 83.30% 
2 94.19% 91.70% 90.17% 
3 96.35% 93.94% 92.57% 
4 97.52% 95.06% 94.30% 
5 98.35% 95.72% 94.87% 
Ts =5  
0 65.75% 65.07% 63.60% 
1 91.25% 91.14% 89.47% 
2 97.66% 97.16% 95.97% 
3 99.33% 98.46% 98.23% 
4 99.91% 99.02% 99.00% 
5 100.00% 99.30% 99.33% 
Ts =15  
0 N.A 66.39% 65.83% 
1 N.A 92.92% 92.40% 
2 N.A 98.22% 98.00% 
3 N.A 99.54% 99.47% 
4 N.A 99.92% 99.80% 
5 N.A 99.96% 99.93% 





Based on the results presented in previous sections, it is clear that our method 
is sensitive to sustained mean shift under all distributions, e.g., normal distribution, 
skewed distribution and heavy-tailed distribution. It is also found, when the change-
point occurs near the middle of the sample, the SW-chart has more chance to detect it. 
Another advantage of the SW-chart is that it performs well even when the sample size 
is not large (50 observations).  
The trend shift scenario is not considered in this chapter, but we expect that 
the proposed method can also effectively detect the trend shift. Further investigation 
is needed though, on whether the results presented in the previous sections still valid 
under trend shift scenario.  
Since the SW-chart uses the rank statistic and adopts change-point style, it is 
not sensitive for detecting isolated shift or outlier. If the true distribution of the 
underlying process is not known, and the sample size is not large, say 50 or less, it is 
hard to filter out outlier, especially for individual observations. If subgroup 
information is available, the nonparametric Phase I method proposed by Jones-Farmer 
et al. (2009) could be used for detecting outlier. However, the method of Jones-
Farmer et al. (2009) cannot identify whether an out-of-control signal is caused by 
outlier or sustained shift.  
Variance shift could affect the performance of the SW-chart, like the scenarios 
discussed in the “Integration with W-charts” section of the Chapter 3. Unfortunately, 
there does not exist nonparametric Phase I method for process variance, and currently 
it is not possible to determine whether the process variance has shifted, in a 
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distribution-free way. Developing nonparametric Phase I method for process variance 
is in the list of our future work, and in this chapter we just assume that the process 
variance maintains unchanged.  
In practice, if the SW-chart gives out-of-control signal(s), like the example 
given in the section 4.5 (Figure 4.10), the process mean probably has changed within 
the sample. Although the SW-chart could indicate the change-point location with 
some probability, as has been shown in the diagnostic application section (section 4.6), 
there is no guarantee that the true location of the change-point can be identified. 
Furthermore, if the process mean is not known, it is hard to judge whether the earlier 
observations or the later observations can represent the in-control process. As a result, 
removing all the observations after the indicated change-point may not result in an in-
control reference sample.  
If sustained mean shift is suspected to have occurred within the collected 
reference sample, collecting new observations from the same process could be risky, 
since the newly collected observations may come from the shifted process. In this 
situation, the assignable causes and process problems should be searched for and 
removed from the process first. The process can then be reinstated, and a new 
reference sample collected and analyzed using the SW-chart. 
However, if collecting new observations is costly, and there is no other way to 
form an in-control reference sample, we will suggest removing the observations after 
the indicated change-point of the SW-chart. By doing so, we can at least divide the 
sample so that the two divided samples differ the most, even if the true change-point 
is not correctly indicated. This operation also relies on additional information of the 
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process, such as the process mean, to judge which part of the sample should be 
removed.  
For instance, in the numerical example of the section 4.5 (Figure 4.10), we 
know that the first 25 observations and the latter 25 observations may come from two 
populations, as the SW-chart shows the change-point is the 26th observation. We still 
need to know the mean of the in-control process, so as to know which part is the 
“good data”. Assume knowing that the process mean is 0, then the 26th -50th 
observations should be removed, since the average of the first 25 observations is 
0.0967−  and the average of the 26th -50th observations is 0.1513, apparently the 
average of the first 25 observations is closer to the process mean. The first 25 
observations are then checked again by using the SW-chart, which gives the result as 
shown in Figure 4.11 below. The result shows that there is no more change-point 










1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
UCL=2.612
LCL=-2.612
Figure 4.11 Performance of the SW-chart, after removing the 26th -50th 
observations. 





In this chapter, we propose a nonparametric approach for Phase I analysis 
based on sequential Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Our approach can be used to judge 
whether the sample of historical observations (reference sample) is in statistical 
control, i.e., whether there is a mean shift within the sample. This information is 
useful for Phase II nonparametric control charts, as an in-control reference sample is 
often needed. The proposed chart can also be used as a diagnostic tool to find out the 
change-point. In order to address the correlation among the WRS statistics, the whole 
set of WRS statistics are considered as a ( 1)N −  dimensional random variable vector, 
and the joint distribution is derived by using combination theory. The proposed 
control chart is then analytically designed based on the joint distribution. Extensive 
simulation studies are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. 
We find that the proposed nonparametric chart is superior to the Shewhart chart and 
the parametric Phase I chart based on the likelihood ratio test (lrt). Specifically, in 
terms of detecting sustained mean shift, the SW-chart is more sensitive than the 
Shewhart chart and lrt-chart for small and moderate shifts, even when the process 
follows normal distribution. The nonparametric chart is not affected by non-normality, 
and it can also effectively detect mean shift under normal and non-normal 
distributions. Moreover, the proposed method can also be used for diagnostic purpose, 
e.g., to find out the change-point location after an out-of-control signal is given by the 
Phase II charts.  
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CHAPTER 5  NONPARAMETRIC CONTROL CHARTS FOR 




Woodall and Montgomery (1999) reviewed the implementation and future 
development of control charts, and they pointed out, it is common to obtain huge 
amount of quality characteristic measurement data, due to the fast advancing data 
collection technology. This brings several new research issues, such as autocorrelation 
and multivariate control charts, and in recent years, profile control charts have also 
been paid attention to by the researchers. In many situations, the quality of the process 
or product could be better represented by a relationship between a response variable 
and some explanatory variables, and such data appeared more and more in various 
industries. 
The univariate control charts monitor the individual or the subgroup of a 
single quality characteristic, the multivariate control charts monitor several correlated 
quality characteristics simultaneously, while the profile control charts monitor the 
relationship between two or more variables. The so called profile can often be visually 
represented by a series of data points or curves plotted in the X-Y plane, and can also 
be described by certain mathematical functions. In Figure 5.1, a simple linear profile 
example is given, and in Figure 5.2, a nonlinear profile example is given. Generally 
speaking, the X-axis represents the location (or time) where (when) the different 
measurements are taken, and Y-axis often represents the response value according to 
different X-value. If the profiles are assumed to follow some mathematical model, for 
example Y=aX+b, the profile control charts can be used to detect any changes in the 
model parameters, i.e., a and b.  








Figure 5.2 An illustration of nonlinear profile data, 5 samples are plotted 
together 
 
Profile data have been widely reported from various industries, including 
manufacturing factory, service orginazation, chemical plant, food industry, and 
agriculture industry. Mestek et al. (1994) studied the calibration curve in the 
photometric determination of Fe3+ with sulfosalicylic acid. The example was then 
used by Mahmound and Woodall (2004) for profile monitoring purpose. Kang and 
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Albin (2000) gave two profile data examples, the first was about the amount of 
aspartame can be desolved in water under different temperature, which presented a 
nonlinear curve. The second example described a linear profile about the gas flow 
presure of mass flow controller, which is an important device in semiconductor 
manufacturing. Jin and Shi (2001) gave complicated nonlinear profile examples, 
including tonnage stamping machine, torque signals in tapping, and force signals in 
welding. Walker and Wright (2002) gave a nonlinear profile example about the 
vertical density of the wood board. The density was measured by using laser device at 
fixed depths across the thickness of the board. Sahni et al. (2005) considered a process 
in food industry for low-fat mayonnaise production. The measurements on viscosity 
of the product overtime could be treated as profile data. Wang and Tsung (2005) 
reported an example from a mobile phone assembly and testing process, where the 
quality of the LCD was checked by the color intensity of the pixels. Staudhammer et 
al. (2007) applied some control charts to monitor several lumber surfaces 
simultaneously, where the measurements were quickly obtained by laser range 
sensors. Williams et al. (2007a) considered nonlinear profiles of a dose-response 
curve, which represented the impact of a dosage of herbicide on plant growth. 
Woodall et al. (2004) and Woodall (2007) reviewed the progress in developing profile 
control charts, introduced general concepts and also pointed out some related topics.  
Profile monitoring and multivariate analysis are closely related, because the 
profile can often be represented by a mathematical function with several parameters, 
and the problem could be transformed to monitor several parameters simultaneously. 
When these parameters are correlated, multivariate control charts can be used. It 
should be noted, if the correlated parameters are transferred to be independent, 
univariate control charts can be used on each of the parameters. However, a major 
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disadvantage of using several univariate charts is that the overall in-control ARL will 
be short. For example, if 3 univariate control charts are used, each with 600 in-control 
ARL, then the overall in-control ARL will be only 200. With the amount of 
parameters increasing, the overall in-control ARL could become very short. Therefore, 
we focus our study on multivariate methods. 
Some profile control charts have been studied in the literature. Kang and Albin 
(2000) proposed control charts for simple linear profile. Kim et al. (2003), Mahmoud 
and Woodall (2004), Gupta et al. (2006), and Jensen et al. (2008) also developed 
methods for monitoring linear profile. Other examples include Ding et al. (2006), 
Williams et al. (2007a), Williams et al. (2007b), Staudhammer et al. (2007), Zou et al. 
(2006), Zou et al. (2007a), Zou et al. (2007b), Zou et al. (2008), Zou et al. (2009), 
Noorossana et al. (2008), Noorossana et al. (2010), Jensen and Birch (2009), Chicken 
et al. (2009), Vaghefi et al. (2009), Saghaei et al. (2009), and Zhu and Lin (2010).  
Although so many profile control charts have been developed, some basic 
issues still need to be addressed, such as the profile-to-profile variation, within-profile 
correlation, and non-normality. As stated in Woodall et al. (2004), the profile-to-
profile variation is the characteristic of the process and cannot be reduced 
substantially without fundamental process changes. The authors also noted that from 
their experience, the profile-to-profile variation can hardly be totally removed. Due to 
the effect of profile-to-profile variation, the parameters of the profile will also change 
with each profile data set. Jensen et al. (2008) and Qiu et al. (2010) have pointed out, 
in practice within-profile data are usually spatially or serially correlated. When the 
profile measurements are taken on the physical dimensions of a product, spatial 
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correlation will be exhibited; when the measurements are taken over time, especially 
when the time interval is short, the profile data will exhibit serial correlation.  
In order to address the profile-to-profile variation and within-profile 
correlation, Jensen et al. (2008), proposed to use the linear mixed model (LMM) to fit 
the profile data. Their method is suitable for Phase I or retrospective analysis, but 
applying the method for Phase II or on-line monitoring is not studied. Moreover, their 
method assumes all the parameters or measurements follow normal or multi-normal 
distribution, but from the discussion of our previous chapters, the non-normality may 
exist and it could substantially impact the performance of control charts. Therefore, 
we try to extend the method proposed by Jensen et al. (2008), by using distribution-
free model fitting technique and applying our previously proposed nonparametric 
control charts. The proposed profile control charts in this chapter can be used for 
Phase II monitoring of linear profile data, and normality assumption is not imposed.   
In next section we will introduce the LLM method and distribution-free 
parameter estimation technique. The nonparametric control charts for monitoring 
random effect term will be developed in the subsequent section. In the fourth section 
the ARL performance of the nonparametric charts will be compared to parametric 
charts. After presenting some illustrative numerical examples, we propose the 
concepts for monitoring error terms and Phase I analysis. The final section concludes 
the chapter. 
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5.2 Linear mixed model and parameter estimation 
 
Suppose N samples of linear profile data have been collected, each with ni data 
points, the following model is often assumed for the ith profile: 
i i i iy X β ε= + , for 1,2, ,i N=  , 
where iy  is an ni by 1 vector responses, iX  is an ni by p matrix of the predictor 
variables, iβ  is an p by 1 vector representing the model parameters, and 
2(0, )i MNε σ Ι  is the error term (I is the identity matrix). In order to better represent 
the profile-to-profile variation and within-profile correlation, the LMM method can be 
used:  
i i i i iy X Z bβ ε= + + , for 1,2, ,i N=  , (5.1) 
where iy  and iX  follow above definitions, iε  follows some multivariate distribution 
and its covariance is 2Iσ , β  is an p by 1 vector of fixed effects coefficients, iZ  is an 
ni by p’ matrix of the predictor with random effects ( iZ  is either a subset or equal to 
iX , and 'p p≤ ), ib  is an p’ by 1 vector of random effects with 0 mean and 
covariance matrix 2*D Dσ= , and D is a p’ by p’ positive definite matrix. It should be 
noted, ib  and iε  are mutually independent, and the covariance matrix *D is not 
necessarily measured by 2σ . Nevertheless, as 2σ  usually can be firstly estimated, 
*D is often expressed in the form of 
2Dσ . 
The LMM method allows two kinds of variation. The first is the within-profile 
variation, which is represented by the error term iε . The second is the profile-to 
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profile variation (the correlation among the measurements of a profile), which is 
represented by the random effect term i iZ b . More details of the LMM can be found in 
Laird and Ware (1982) and Demidenko (2004).  
Unlike Jensen et al. (2008), we do not impose the normal distribution 
assumption. Therefore, the estimation of random effects and error terms will be more 
complicated. Several distribution-free estimation methods are available in the 
literature, for example, the Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimator 
(MINQUE), the Method of Moments (MM), and the Variance Least Squares 
Estimator (VLSE). As shown by Demidenko (2004), pp. 179, the Method of Moments 
(MM) outperforms other methods, and we will use it in our study.  
To simplify the formulation, we first stack the N profile samples into one 
matrix function as 



















































































where [ ]X, ZQ =  , min y (I )yS QQ+= −′ , and Q+ is generalized inverse of Q 
(Demidenko (2004), chapter 2&3). 
The Method of Moments estimator of *D  can be obtained by solving the function 
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i i i ii i i ii i ij ij
i i j
L J D J J D R J J R D J R D R
= =
′ ′= − − +∑ ∑ , 
1( )X Xij i i j jR Z X X Z+ − ′= ′ , 1( )X Xii i i i iR Z X X Z+ − ′= ′ , and i i iJ Z Z+= , 
iZ
+  is the generalized inverse of iZ , vec is the vectorization operator, and ⊗  is the 
Kronecker operator. (see Demidenko (2004), pp. 168 for details).   
If all profiles have the same size, and i iZ X Z= = , the MM estimators can be 
obtained in a simplified closed form. In this situation, the LMM is called the balanced 
random-coefficient model. This case is often encountered in manufacturing industries, 
where the measurements of each profile are taken at same locations along the profile. 
For the balanced random-coefficient model, the fixed effects can be estimated by the 
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimator 
1ˆ ( )Z Z Z yOLSβ −= ′ ′ , (5.4) 
where 
1
( / )y N ii y N== ∑ . The MM estimator will then coincide with the Restricted 
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−=′ ∑ ˆ( )Zi OLSy β ′− . (Demidenko (2004), pp. 63) 
After obtaining the estimators of σ  and D, the empirical Best Linear 
Unbiased Estimators (eBLUE) for β , and the empirical Best Linear Unbiased 
Predictors (eBLUP) for ib  (see Robinson (1991)) are given by  
1 1 1ˆ ( )X X X yeBLUE V Vβ − − −= ′ ′ , (5.7) 
1
,
ˆ( )iˆ eBLUP i i i eBLUEDZ y Xb V β−′= − , (5.8) 
where Ii iZ DZV ′ += . Naturally,  
,
ˆˆ ˆi i i eBLUE i i eBLUPy X Z bε β= − − . (5.9) 
As a summary, for general form of linear mixed model, the MINQUE 
estimator of the error terms’ variance ( 2σ ) should be firstly obtained by using 
equation (5.3), and the estimator of *D  can be obtained through the Method of 
Moment (MM) by solving a vector function. After the 2σ and *D  are obtained, the 
empirical Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (eBLUE) for β , and the empirical Best 
Linear Unbiased Predictors (eBLUP) for ib  should be calculated by using equation 
(5.7) and (5.8), respectively. The residuals, or the estimator for error terms, can be 
calculated through (5.9). If all the profiles have the same size and i iZ X= , the 
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (RML) estimators can be used, and 2σ and D  can 
be estimated by equation (5.5) and (5.6), respectively, and then equation (5.7), (5.8) 
and (5.9) can be used to estimate β , ib  and iε .  
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Another important issue is how well the LMM and distribution-free estimators 
fit the profile data. Jensen et al. (2008) noted that the goodness-of-fit techniques, as 
discussed in Demidenko (2004), can be used to check whether the LMM fits the 
profile data well. Such discussion will be useful and may lead to new topics for Phase 
I analysis of the profile data. For Phase II control chart, the mathematical model of the 
profile is often assumed known, and a more concerned issue is whether the estimation 
techniques can accurately extract the process characteristics. For instance, if the 
profile data are assumed to follow the function 
i i i i iy X Z bβ ε= + + ,   
with 2(0, )ib MN Dσ  and 
2(0, I)i MNε σ , then the estimators used in Phase II 
control charts should also have the same distribution, i.e., 2ˆ (0, )ib MN Dσ  and 
2ˆ (0, I)i MNε σ . Although it is not throughly investigated in this study, from our 
experience, when the reference sample size is 50 or more, and the variation of error 
terms ( 2Iσ ) is significantly smaller than the variation of the random effect term 
( 2Dσ ), the above mentioned estimation technique can give satisfactory results.  
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5.3 Distribution-free profile control charts 
 
In this section, we will introduce some distribution-free control charts for 
monitoring the linear profiles. The idea is to model the linear profiles using linear 
mixed model and then monitor the random effect components by using nonparametric 
multivariate control charts. Specifically, we will propose to use Wilcoxon rank-sum 
test based CUSUM and EWMA charts on the Hotelling T2 (Hotelling (1947)) statistic. 
Jensen et al. (2008) noted, when the profile data are balanced, the linear mixed 
model has no obvious advantage over the simple linear regression model. When the 
profile data are unbalanced or there exist missing data, the linear mixed model 
approach is superior to the simple linear regression model. In our opinion, the mixed 
model approach is more flexible and can deal with more situations without loss of 
power; moreover, it will help to better understand the nature of the process, if the 
correlation structure can be well fitted by the mixed model. Therefore, in our study 
the nonparametric control charts will be based on the linear mixed model, while the 
nonparametric control charts can also be easily applied based on the simple linear 
regression model with slight modification.  
Recall that the profile data are assumed to follow the model 
i i i i iy X Z bβ ε= + + , for 1,2, ,i N=  , 
when N profile data have been collected as the reference sample. It should be noted, 
β  has the same value for all the historical and future profiles, and the error term 
iε has no effect on the model parameters, so that the profile-to-profile variation will 
be represented by the random effect term i iZ b . When the model parameters change, 
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the estimators of ib will also change, therefore, control charts based on the estimators 
of ib  will detect the change in model parameters.  
ib  could follow certain multivariate distribution, specifically for simple linear 
model,  ib  is a two-dimensional vector representing the random effects of the so 
called intercept parameter and slope parameter. Hotelling T2 statistic can be 
constructed on the estimators of ib , and then the nonparametric W-CUSUM and W-
EWMA charts (as introduced in Chapter 2) can be applied, based on the T2 statistic. 
Since the mean shift of ib  to both directions will make the T
2 larger, the proposed 
control charts will be upper-sided only. The procedure of constructing the proposed 
nonparametric control charts for ib  is as follows: 
Step 1. Collect N profiles from the in-control process, fit the LMM (as 
described in equations (5.1) and (5.2)) to them and obtain the 
estimators of σ , D , and β . If the balanced random-coefficient model 
is valid, equations (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) can be used. 
Step 2. By using equation (5.8), we can obtain iˆb  for all the N profiles. Also 
we can compute ˆjb  for the j
th future profile. For every iˆb  , a T
2 can be 
constructed as: 
2 1ˆ( ) 'i iT b b S




















ˆ( ) 'ib b− . 
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For the jth future profile, a T2 statistic can be constructed on ˆjb : 
2 1ˆ( ) 'j jT b b S
−= − ˆ( )jb b− , for j=1,2,… 
It should be noted, we use the most common estimator of S  here, but 
other estimators of S can also be used to improve the performance. 
Step 3. For the jth future profile, compute the rank of 2jT with respect to the set 
2 2 2 2
1 2( , , , , )N jT T T T  by 
2 2
1




R T T j
=
= + < =∑  ,             
where I(*) is indicator function, I(*) =1 if true, and I(*) =0 if false. 
Step 4. Construct the CUSUM scheme based on jR , with 
{ }1max 0, ( ( ) )j j j jC C R E R k+ +−= + − −  
where ( ) / 2 1jE R N= + , is the expectation of jR , and k is the 
reference parameter of CUSUM scheme. 
Step 5. The control limit for the CUSUM chart is set to Ch . If jC+  goes 
beyond Ch , an out-of-control signal will be given. 
Or alternatively, use the EWMA approach, 
Step 4a. Construct the EWMA scheme based on jR , with 
1(1 )j j jET R ETλ λ −= + − ,                                                                                                                                                                                                
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where 0 1λ< <  is the smoothing parameter of EWMA scheme. 
Step 5a. The steady state control limit of EWMA chart is set to be ( ) EjE R h+ , 
when jET  falls outside the control limits, an out-of-control signal will 
be given. 
As the above proposed approaches are based on the rank of T2, they will be 
referred to RT2-CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts, respectively.  
The RT2-CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts are the special cases of W-CUSUM 
and W-EWMA charts when the subgroup size is 1. Therefore, the design of RT2-
CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts can directly use the results, for W-CUSUM and W-
EWMA charts, that has been obtained in Chapter 2. Here we briefly describe the 
design procedure, and the details can be found in Chapter 2. Suppose the reference 
sample size is N and the reference sample is denoted to P, then the RT2-CUSUM and 
RT2-EWMA charts can be designed in the following way: 
1. Start from a preset control limit, Ch  for RT
2-CUSUM and Eh for RT
2-
EWMA. One possible way to select the starting point(s) could be based on 
the design of parametric CUSUM and EWMA charts.  
2. For the preset control limit chosen in Step 1, the run-length can be 
calculated by using the conditional method introduced in Chapter 2.  For 
the RT2-CUSUM chart,  
Pr( 1 | , )RL u P=  
( 2)Pr( | , )
2j C
NR k h u u P+= ≥ + + −
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where 0 Chu≤ < ,  and u represents the control chart starts at u . For 1t > , 
Pr( | , )RL t u P=  
( 2)Pr( 1 | 0, ) Pr( | , )
2j
NRL t u P R k u u P+= = − = ⋅ ≤ + −  
( 2)[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]
2jv V
NRL t v P R v k u u P
∈
+
+ = − ⋅ = + + −∑ ,   
where the set V contains all the values that 1C
+ can take between 0 and Ch .   
For the RT2-EWMA chart, 
Pr( 1 | , )RL u P=  




N h uR u Pλ
λ
+ − − −
= ≤  
and Pr( | , )RL t u P=  
(1 )[Pr( 1 | , ) Pr( | , )]j
v V
v uRL t v P R u Pλ
λ∈
− −
= = − ⋅ =∑ ,              
where the set V contains all possible values that 1ET can take between 0 
and Eh .  
3. The conditional in-control ARL with respect to the specific reference 
sample P can be obtained through the above step. Repeat the procedure for 
M randomly generated reference samples, the unconditional in-control 
ARL under the preset control limit can be obtained. 
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4. If the computed in-control ARL is larger (smaller) than the desired value, 
then tune the control limit narrower (wider) and repeat Steps 2 & 3, until 
the desired in-control ARL is achieved. 
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5.4 ARL performance comparison 
 
Jensen et al. (2008) proposed a Phase I method for monitoring linear profile 
based on linear mixed models. Their method assumes all the variables of the linear 
profile follow normal or multi-normal distribution. The T2 statistics are plotted based 
on the estimated random effect vector. Our method is different to their method in 
several aspects: 
1. Our method does not assume the random effect and error terms follow 
multi-normal or normal distribution, and we use distribution-free approach 
to obtain the estimators of the LMM. 
2. Our method can be used for Phase II process monitoring, instead of Phase 
I retrospective analysis. 
3. We propose to use distribution-free W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts on 
the T2 statistic. While Jensen et al. (2008) do not use CUSUM and EWMA 
approaches. 
As there is no direct parametric counterpart to our method, we will compare 
our method to the parametric CUSUM and EWMA control charts based on the T2 
statistic of the random effect estimator. In order to conduct a fair comparison, e. g., to 
eliminate the effect of using different estimation techniques, the distribution-free 
estimation methods will also be used for the parametric T2-charts. The parametric T2-
CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts are developed in the following way: 
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Step 1. Assume N profiles have been collected from the in-control process. 
The LMM method is used to fit them, and obtain the estimators of σ , 
D , and β . 
Step 2. By using equation (5.8), iˆb  can be calculated for all the N profiles. 
Also ˆjb  can be calculated for the jth future profile. For every iˆb , a T2 
statistic can be constructed as: 
2 1ˆ( ) 'i iT b b S




















ˆ( ) 'ib b− . 
For the jth future profile, a T2 statistic can be constructed on ˆjb : 
2 1ˆ( ) 'j jT b b S
−= − ˆ( )jb b− , for j=1,2,… 
Step 3. Construct the CUSUM scheme based on 2jT , with 
{ }2 21max 0, ( ( ) )j j j jTC TC T E T k+ +−= + − −  
where 2( )jE T  is the expectation of 
2
jT , and k is the reference 
parameter of CUSUM scheme. We assume that 2( )jE T and 2jTσ  are 
estimated from the reference sample.  
Step 4. The control limit for the CUSUM chart is set to TCh . If jTC+  goes 
beyond TCh , an out-of-control signal will be given. 
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Or alternatively, use the EWMA approach, 
Step 3a. Construct the EWMA scheme based on 2jT , with 
2
1(1 )j j jTE T TEλ λ −= + − ,                                                                                                                                                                                                
where 0 1λ< <  is the smoothing parameter of EWMA scheme. 
Step 4a. The steady state control limit of EWMA chart is set to be 2( )j TEE T h+ . 
When jTE  falls outside the control limits, an out-of-control signal will 
be given. 
In this study, the effect of using reference sample is considered for the T2-
CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts. However, since our aim is only to do a comparison 
study, but not developing the parametric T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts, 
determining the control limits by analytical methods is not realistic. Therefore, the 
control limits of the T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts are obtained through 
simulation, and the procedure will be briefly described later in the following 
simulation settings. 
We considered both normal and non-normal distribution scenarios. For the 
normal distribution scenario, we assumed the profiles followed the model as described 
in equation (5.1) 
 i i i i iy X Z bβ ε= + + ,  






















, *(0, )ib MN D , *
1 0.1
0.1 1











   
 . 
For the non-normal distributions, Xi, Zi, β , and iε  were the same to the 
normal situation, while ib  followed a two-dimensional non-normal distribution, the 
first variable followed “Gamma (3,1)-3” distribution, the second variable followed 
Student’s t(5) distribution, and the correlation parameter between the two variables 
was 0.1. The “Gamma (3,1)-3” distribution represents the skewed distribution with 0 
mean, and the Student’s t(5) distribution represents the normal-like distribution with 
more outliers. Here we set the variance of error terms much smaller than the variance 
of random effects ib , because if the variance of error terms is too large, it is hard to 
accurately estimate ib , and the mixed model will no longer be valid.  
Three scenarios were considered, the first was normal distribution scenario, 
where the mean of the first variable of the ib  shifted; in the second scenario, the 
random effects followed non-normal distribution and the mean of the first variable 
(Gamma distribution) shifted; in the third scenario, the random effects followed non-
normal distribution and the mean of the second variable (t(5) distribution) shifted.  
For each simulation iteration, 50 profiles were generated as the reference 
sample, 50 in-control profiles were also generated to warm-up the process, and then 
the shifts were introduced for the remaining profiles. The process ran until all control 
charts gave out-of-control signals. The number of iterations is 10,000 times. The 
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control limits of all control charts were set to achieve 200 in-control ARL. For the 
RT2-CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts, the control limits were obtained by the 
conditional methods introduced in Chapter 2. For the T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA 
charts, the process was firstly generated according to the normal scenario settings 
with no shift, and the control limits were determined so as to achieve about 200 in-
control ARL, based on the average of 10,000 times simulation results. For the normal 
scenario, the T2 chart proposed by Kang and Albin (2000) was also compared. When 
the process presents non-normality, the T2 chart of Kang and Albin (2000) has too 
short in-control ARL, so that it was not compared to our nonparametric charts for 
non-normal scenarios. 
The magnitude of shift, δ, was measured in terms of the standard deviations of 
respective variables. The smoothing parameter λ  of the EWMA schemes were all set 
to 0.1. The reference parameter k of the CUSUM charts were 20.5
jT
σ  and 0.5
jR
σ  
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Table 5.1 Performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA charts with T2-
CUSUM , T2-EWMA, and T2(Kang & Albin) charts under normal distribution 
scenario 




ARL 201.50 198.01 199.30 199.42 198.91 
SDRL 257.12 324.50 342.36 359.29 263.65 
0.25 
ARL 120.40 109.79 155.13 141.90 165.77 
SDRL 220.00 254.02 300.32 314.60 230.16 
0.50 
ARL 76.25 61.51 91.13 72.84 130.85 
SDRL 134.64 135.14 172.35 158.60 195.73 
1.00 
ARL 20.62 15.52 23.60 16.61 50.47 
SDRL 27.34 19.01 44.38 26.54 73.03 
1.50 
ARL 8.03 7.09 7.75 6.61 22.58 
SDRL 7.76 6.22 9.62 7.35 35.39 
2.00 
ARL 4.60 4.62 3.85 3.67 7.92 
SDRL 3.05 3.06 3.20 2.89 11.41 
2.50 
ARL 3.28 3.56 2.47 2.45 3.94 
SDRL 1.59 2.04 1.68 1.65 4.44 
3.00 
ARL 2.80 3.12 1.82 1.84 2.41 
SDRL 1.08 1.66 1.04 1.06 2.15 
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Table 5.2 Performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA charts with T2-
CUSUM , T2-EWMA charts under Gamma distribution scenario 
Shift (δ)   RT2-CUSUM RT2-EWMA T2-CUSUM T2-EWMA 
0.00  
ARL 202.50 200.13 57.44 69.09 
SDRL 270.22 346.10 93.84 124.47 
0.25  
ARL 148.91 162.29 44.47 58.70 
SDRL 256.01 318.23 79.60 146.49 
0.50  
ARL 99.86 116.56 33.99 39.62 
SDRL 172.44 236.85 67.33 81.98 
1.00  
ARL 35.40 33.62 21.18 20.79 
SDRL 67.52 76.19 40.49 50.35 
1.50  
ARL 11.01 9.10 9.99 8.29 
SDRL 15.50 11.77 20.35 15.64 
2.00  
ARL 5.08 4.84 4.97 4.29 
SDRL 4.28 3.68 7.90 4.76 
2.50  
ARL 3.29 3.54 2.91 2.76 
SDRL 1.55 1.99 3.41 2.50 
3.00  
ARL 2.77 3.14 2.04 2.02 
SDRL 0.97 1.59 1.70 1.46 
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Table 5.3 Performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA charts with T2-
CUSUM , T2-EWMA charts under t(5) distribution scenario 
Shift (δ)   RT2-CUSUM RT2-EWMA T2-CUSUM T2-EWMA 
0.00  
ARL 202.50 200.13 57.44 69.09 
SDRL 270.22 346.10 93.84 124.47 
0.25  
ARL 134.39 112.79 52.29 57.66 
SDRL 239.57 261.17 86.73 102.12 
0.50  
ARL 81.68 60.80 43.34 44.35 
SDRL 148.74 142.02 80.78 92.45 
1.00  
ARL 22.09 14.44 25.63 20.25 
SDRL 45.39 27.07 52.65 45.36 
1.50  
ARL 7.19 6.24 11.43 7.98 
SDRL 7.73 5.57 24.05 14.80 
2.00  
ARL 4.20 4.21 5.25 4.04 
SDRL 2.62 2.73 10.62 5.85 
2.50  
ARL 3.19 3.49 2.94 2.61 
SDRL 1.49 1.99 5.36 3.09 
3.00  
ARL 2.79 3.15 2.03 1.94 



























Figure 5.3 ARL performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM, T2-CUSUM and the 
T2 (Kang & Albin) charts, under normal distribution scenario 
 




























Figure 5.4 ARL performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM and T2-CUSUM 



























Figure 5.5 ARL performance comparison of RT2-CUSUM and T2-CUSUM 
charts, under t(5) distribution scenario 
 





























Figure 5.6 ARL performance comparison of RT2-EWMA, T2-EWMA and the T2 




























Figure 5.7 ARL performance comparison of RT2-EWMA and T2-EWMA charts, 
under Gamma distribution scenario 
 




























Figure 5.8 ARL performance comparison of RT2-EWMA and T2-EWMA charts, 
under t(5) distribution scenario 
 
From the results we may observe, under normal distribution scenario, the RT2-
CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts perform close to the T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA 
charts, and better than the T2 (Kang & Albin) chart. The nonparametric charts are 
slightly more sensitive to small and moderate shifts, while the parametric charts are 
more sensitive to large shifts. The nonparametric charts perform consistently in terms 
of the in-control ARL under all distribution scenarios. Under non-normal scenarios, 
the parametric charts have too short in-control ARL, so that they cannot be used with 
confidence.  
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed nonparametric profile 
control chart under different reference sample size and number of measurements in 
the profile, another simulation study was carried out. The simulation settings were 
similar to the above simulation study, but only normal distribution scenario and shift 
size=1 was considered. The simulation considered three reference sample size, 20, 50, 
and 100, and three different number of measurements in the profile, 5, 10, and 15. The 
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ARL and SDRL of the RT2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA, T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA 
charts, under each combination of the reference sample size and number of 
measurements, are presented in the Table 5.4. 
As expected, the RT2-CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts present similar 
characteristics to the W-charts when the reference sample size change. The larger 
reference sample size, the better performance (smaller ARLs and SDRLs) can be 
achieved. Since the T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts are also designed by 
considering the effect of estimating parameters from a reference sample, the 
performance of these charts is also better when the reference sample size is increased. 
The number of measurements in each profile will also affect the performance of the 
RT2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA, T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts in a similar way. The 
more measurements in each profile, the better performance can be achieved. 
Furthermore, the relative performance of the RT2-charts to the T2-charts does not 
change much under different combinations of reference sample size and number of 
measurements. Therefore, it could be deduced that the results and conclusions 
obtained in the previous ARL performance comparison study (Tables 5.1-5.3 and 
Figures 5.3-5.8), will still be valid under other combinations of reference sample size 
and number of measurements.  
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Table 5.4 ARL & SDRL comparison of profile control charts under various 
combinations of reference sample size and number of measurements in each 





in each profile 
  RT
2-CUSUM RT2-EWMA T2-CUSUM T2-EWMA 
20 
5 ARL 23.66 18.77 26.73 20.28 SDRL 35.33 31.89 68.11 55.64 
10 ARL 22.64 18.20 25.56 18.59 SDRL 33.19 28.01 64.48 52.23 
15 ARL 22.59 18.16 24.53 17.71 SDRL 31.65 24.12 60.27 50.76 
50 
5 ARL 21.63 16.22 24.14 17.69 SDRL 28.87 20.72 47.34 28.39 
10 ARL 20.62 15.52 23.6 16.61 SDRL 27.34 19.01 44.38 26.54 
15 ARL 20.35 15.14 23.07 16.24 SDRL 26.84 18.62 41.66 24.55 
100 
5 ARL 18.92 14.01 23.22 17.24 SDRL 27.99 20.26 32.63 22.36 
10 ARL 17.54 12.23 22.78 16.02 SDRL 26.59 18.53 29.59 21.75 
15 ARL 17.21 11.83 22.15 15.42 SDRL 26.18 18.09 28.81 20.41 
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5.5 Numerical examples 
 
Here we give 3 numerical examples to illustrate the application of the 
proposed control charts. The 3 examples respectively comes from the 3 shift scenarios 
in the previous ARL performance comparison section, namely, normal distribution 
scenario, Gamma distribution shift scenario, and t(5) distribution shift scenario. For 
each example, the first 50 profiles come from in-control process, and are taken as 
reference sample, the next 50 profiles also come from in-control process, and then the 
shift occurs and maintains for the last 50 profiles. For each example we present the 50 
in-control profiles and the 50 shifted profiles, and the performance of RT2-CUSUM, 
T2-CUSUM, RT2-EWMA and T2-EWMA charts. The results are presented in Figures 
5.9-5.23.  
In the normal scenario example, the RT2-CUSUM chart detects the shift after 
3 profiles (Figure 5.10), the T2-CUSUM chart detects the shift after 2 profiles (Figure 
5.11), the RT2-EWMA chart detects the shift after 4 profiles (Figure 5.12), and the T2-
EWMA chart detects the shift after 2 profiles (Figure 5.13). In the Gamma 
distribution shift example, the RT2-CUSUM chart detects the shift after 4 profiles 
(Figure 5.15), the T2-CUSUM chart detects the shift after 3 profiles (Figure 5.16), the 
RT2-EWMA chart detects the shift after 3 profiles (Figure 5.17), and the T2-EWMA 
chart detects the shift after 3 profiles (Figure 5.18). In the t(5) distribution shift 
example, the RT2-CUSUM chart detects the shift after 4 profiles (Figure 5.20), the T2-
CUSUM chart detects the shift after 3 profiles (Figure 5.21), the RT2-EWMA chart 
detects the shift after 3 profiles (Figure 5.22), and the T2-EWMA chart detects the 
shift after 4 profiles (Figure 5.23).  
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It could be observed from the numerical examples, the proposed 
nonparametric profile control charts are effective in detectting random effects shift, 
and they are almost as sensitive as the parametric T2-CUSUM and T2-EWMA charts. 
Although the parametric charts can detect the shift quickly, their in-control 
performance under non-normal scenarios will impede their usage, as has been shown 

































Figure 5.9 The randomly generated 50 in-control profiles (left) and the 50 shifted 













Figure 5.10 The performance of RT2-CUSUM chart, normal scenario example 
 




























Figure 5.12 The performance of RT2-EWMA chart, normal scenario example 
 












































Figure 5.14 The randomly generated 50 in-control profiles (left) and the 50 
shifted profiles (right) of the Gamma scenario example 


























Figure 5.16 The performance of T2-CUSUM chart, Gamma scenario example 


































Figure 5.18 The performance of T2-EWMA chart, Gamma scenario example 
 




























Figure 5.19 The randomly generated 50 in-control profiles (left) and the 50 














Figure 5.20 The performance of RT2–CUSUM chart, t(5) scenario example 
 




























Figure 5.22 The performance of RT2–EWMA chart, t(5) scenario example 
 


















Figure 5.23 The performance of T2–EWMA chart, t(5) scenario example 
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5.6 Monitor error terms and Phase I analysis 
 
The RT2-CUSUM and RT2-EWMA charts can be used to detect the shift of 
the random effect terms, while the variance of error terms needs to be monitored as 
well. We can use the Siegel-Tukey test based control charts for this purpose, as the 
Siegel-Tukey test is distribution-free and sensitive to variance shift. The procedure is 
as follows, 
Step 1. Assume we have obtained βˆ  and iˆb  from the approach introduced 
above, we can then obtain iˆε  by equation (5.9), ˆˆ ˆi i i i iy X Z bε β= − − . 
Here iˆε is an ni by 1 vector.  
Step 2. Put the iN n× error terms together, as the reference sample and 
compute the Siegel-Tukey statistic (see Chapter 3 for the computation 
of Siegel-Tukey statistic ST) of the jth future profile’s ˆ jε  against this 
reference sample, and denote it to jSTe .  
Step 4. Construct the CUSUM scheme based on jSTe , with 
{ }1max 0, ( ( ) )j j j jC C STe E STe k+ +−= + − −       
{ }1max 0, ( ( ) )j i j jC C E STe k STe− −−= + − −                                                                                                                                                                        
where ( ) ( 1) / 2j i iE STe n N n= + + , is the expectation of jSTe , and k is 
the reference parameter of CUSUM scheme. 
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Step 5. The control limit for CUSUM chart is set to be Ch , if either jC
+ or jC
−  
goes beyond Ch , an out-of-control signal will be given. 
The EWMA approach is,  
Step 4a. Construct the EWMA scheme based on jSTe , with 
1(1 )j j jT STe Tλ λ −= ⋅ + − ,                                                                                                                                                                                                
where 0 1λ< <  is the smoothing parameter of EWMA scheme. 
Step 5a. The steady state control limits of EWMA chart are set to be 
( )j EE STe h± , when jT  falls outside the control limits, an out-of-
control signal will be given. 
We will refer the proposed charts to STe-CUSUM and STe-EWMA charts 
hereafter. They are direct extensions of the previously introduced ST-CUSM and ST-
EWMA charts, hence we can directly use the design methods introduced for ST-
CUSM and ST-EWMA charts before.  
Another important issue is how to obtain an in-control set of profiles as the 
reference sample. A practical way is to collect the profiles sequentially, and check 
whether there is a change-point within the sample. Because we do not assume the 
process follows normal distribution or any other specific distribution, the Phase I 
method must also be distribution-free. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test based change-
point detecting approach, as introduced in Chapter 4, could be used in this situation. 
We will briefly describe the approach here.  
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Suppose there are N collected profiles in the reference sample, and we have 
obtained iˆb  and 
2
iT  for the i
th profile. We can always divide the reference sample into 
two groups, and a Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic for the ith profile can be obtained by 
comparing the two groups. Plot the sequence of WRS statistics against control limits, 
if any point falls outside the control limits, we may suspect there is a mean shift 
within the sample. As has been discussed in Chapter 4, the Phase I method can also be 
used for diagnostic purpose.  
The profile control charts for error terms variance and the Phase I control chart 
are direct extensions of the methods introduced in previous chapters, so that their 
performance can be expected to close to the results as have been reported in Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4. In this chapter we focus on the Phase II monitoring of the random 
effect term, and detail study on the profile control charts for error terms and the Phase 
I analysis will be left to future work.  
 
 





In this chapter we introduce some distribution-free control charts for 
monitoring linear profiles. We consider the situation when the profiles follow linear 
mixed model and the parameters’ distributions are not known. When the profile-to-
profile variation is substantially larger than the error terms variation, using the mixed 
model will give more insightful interpretation to the process. The simulation results 
show that the proposed charts perform consistently in terms of the in-control ARL, 
under both normal and non-normal distributions. The nonparametric profile charts 
also perform reasonably well, compared to parametric charts, under normal 
distribution. Besides the on-line monitoring method, we also introduce possible 
approaches for monitoring the error terms and Phase I analysis.  
There are still open questions to the methods introduced in this chapter. First 
of all, the nonparametric control charts for monitoring error terms and Phase I 
analysis have not been compared to existing methods, although we believe that the 
nonparametric charts will be better choice when the non-normality exists in the 
process. Secondly, the effectiveness of the LMM and distribution-free estimation 
technique need to be further investigated. Thirdly, how to pick up outliers in the Phase 
I analysis, by using distribution-free approach, is a challenging task.  
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
As has been discussed, non-normality commonly exists in practice, and could 
affect the performance of parametric control charts seriously. In this dissertation, 
some new nonparametric control charts are introduced. These control charts are 
distribution-free, i.e., their in-control ARLs are not affected by the distribution of the 
underlying process. This characteristic is useful when the underlying process 
distribution is not well known. Different to existing nonparametric control charts, the 
proposed methods perform close to their parametric counterparts, even when the 
process follows normal distribution. In the dissertation, we also cautioned that, for 
parametric control charts, the effect of using estimated parameters from a reference 
sample should be considered. Our comparisons are all based on the assumption that 
the process parameters are not known a priori.  
After a review of the development of nonparametric control charts, it is found 
that the existing nonparametric charts are less effective than parametric charts, and 
there is a lack of nonparametric control chart for monitoring process variance and 
nonparametric Phase I control chart. These issues are addressed in the respective 
chapters of the dissertation.  
We first proposed two control charts, W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts, 
based on the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum statistic. The run-length distribution is obtained by 
using conditioning method, and then the run-length distribution is used to determine 
the control limits of the proposed charts. Through simulation study, the proposed W-
charts are found to be superior to their parametric counterparts under non-normal 
distributions, and still effective under normal distribution. Most importantly, their in-
control ARLs remain unchanged under different distributions. The effect of the 
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reference sample size and subgroup size is also investigated, and the results suggest 
that the W-charts perform well over a wide range of combinations of reference sample 
size and subgroup size 
Follow the similar idea of the W-CUSUM and W-EWMA charts, we then 
proposed the ST-CUSUM and ST-EWMA charts for monitoring process variation. 
These charts are based on the Siegel-Tukey test, and they are designed in the same 
way as the W-charts. Their performance is also compared to the parametric charts. 
Like the W-charts, the ST-charts are superior to their parametric counterparts under 
non-normal distributions, and also effective under normal distribution. We propose 
that the W-charts and the ST-charts can be used together to monitor the process mean 
and variance simultaneously. The simulation results show that jointly using the W-
charts and ST-charts can help to identify whether the process mean or variance has 
shifted, since the W-charts will give out-of-control signal earlier if the process mean 
has shifted, and ST-charts will give out-of-control signal earlier if the process 
variance has shifted.  
A nonparametric change-point type control chart, based on sequential WRS 
statistic, was proposed for Phase I application. Since all the sequential WRS statistics 
obtained from a historical data set are correlated, they are considered together as a 
multi-dimensional vector. The joint distribution of the vector is derived by conditional 
probability and theory of combinations, and the joint distribution is then used for the 
design of the nonparametric Phase I chart. The proposed chart can effectively detect 
sustained mean shift under different distributions, and meanwhile the false alarm rate 
remains the same. The sequential WRS test is also considered to be used as a 
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diagnostic tool, in order to indicate the change-point location after the Phase II chart 
gives out-of-control signal.  
 The proposed nonparametric control charts were applied to monitor linear 
profile data. We consider the situation that the profile data can be represented well by 
the linear mixed model, and distribution-free estimation technique is used to obtain 
the estimators of the model parameters. We focus on the Phase II monitoring of the 
random effect term, and introduce the concept for monitoring error terms and Phase I 
analysis. The nonparametric profile charts perform well under different distributions. 
This method is flexible and can be easily extended to deal with more situations. 
In this dissertation, several new nonparametric control charts are introduced. 
The topics cover the Phase II charts for process mean, Phase II charts for process 
variance, Phase I chart and diagnostic tool for process mean, and control charts for 
linear profile data. Although these methods have constituted a system of 
nonparametric control charts, some issues still need to be addressed or further 
explained. We list our plan for future research here: 
1. In Chapter 3, we have considered that the mean and variance have 
shifted the same magnitude. More study is needed to consider other 
scenarios, such as mean and variance shift in different magnitude. 
2. Further study will be conducted on the using W-charts and ST-charts 
simultaneously. In section 3.5, Chapter 3, ARL was used to measure 
the performance of the W-charts and ST-charts. Other performance 
index, however, could also be useful. For instance, the probability of 
Pr{RLST-CUSUM – RLW-CUSUM >d} (d is a small number of steps) can 
better reflect whether the integration of the two charts still performs 
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well for detecting a mean shift only, i.e., the later ST-CUSUM’s 
alarms will not affect the monitoring decision for detecting the process 
change with a mean shift only.    
3. The nonparametric Phase I control chart for monitoring process 
variance is not covered in this dissertation, although some ideas have 
come up. Some preliminary works on this topic have been conducted 
by the author.  
4. Further study could be done to investigate the performance of the SW-
chart for diagnostic purpose. In Chapter 4, we only considered limited 
scenarios of simulation settings, and a more comprehensive study 
could better promote the usage of the approach. 
5. The proposed control charts, especially the W-CUSUM, W-EWMA, 
ST-CUSUM, ST-EWMA, and SW-chart, can be easily applied by 
using the Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet. We have done some 
preliminary works to use the proposed charts in Excel spreadsheet, and 
we will try to develop it into some package or add-ins.  
6. The methods for profile monitoring in Chapter 5 can be used as 
multivariate distribution-free control charts as well. Hence, we will 
study their performance as nonparametric multivariate control chart 
and compare them to the parametric multivariate CUSUM and EWMA 
control charts and some existing nonparametric multivariate control 
charts, such as the data-depth control charts (Liu (1995)). We will also 
investigate how to extend the proposed methods to polynomial mixed 
model and nonlinear mixed model situations. 
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7. The nonparametric control charts for monitoring profile error terms 
could be compared to existing methods, although we believe the results 
will be similar to what has been shown in Chapter 3.  
8. Phase I analysis for profile data could be further developed. Some 
important issues, such as detecting outliers and accuracy of the 
estimation techniques could be discussed in detail. And the 
nonparametric Phase I profile chart could be compared to the 
parametric chart proposed by Jensen et al. (2008).  
9. For the Phase II nonparametric profile control charts, more study could 
be done to consider the unbalanced data and missing data scenarios, 
although it is expected that the proposed method will still perform well. 
10.  The nonparametric profile charts could be extended for nonlinear 
profile data. The nonparametric regression method (Qiu et al. (2010)), 
wavelet method (Chicken et al. (2009)), and nonlinear mixed model 
(Jensen and Birch (2009)), have been applied to fit the nonlinear 
profile data, so that a comparison among these methods should be 
conducted first, and then the distribution-free control charts could be 
incorporated with one of those methods with some modification or 
improvement.   
11. During the writing of this dissertation, some new nonparametric 
control charts have appeared in the literature. We have tried our best to 
include all the nonparametric control charts in the Introduction chapter; 
however, we have not compared all of them to our proposed methods. 
We will try to conduct a thorough literature review and comparison on 
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